
4c3 BE EFITS & AMEE^ITIES

PUBLIC AMENIPi< PACKAGE
Lantzville Projects Ltd. is seeking to help re-establish and re-invigorate
Lan'tzviiiesviNagecore through a vibrant mix of compact housing and mixed use;
commercial development.

One of the major advantages of compact, sustainable land use Pa"erns^is^he
ability to'provide more and"higher quality public benefits, services, and amenities
to more people within closer proximity.

The vision of the landowner for the site is consistent with that of the OOP -^a
desire"to create a vibrant, livable village and residential neighbourhood with a mix
of hous'ing types, services, and amenities within walking distance, \
significant public lands and green spaces.

Project Benefits
Benefits are positive indirect contributions that the ProPOSal. Provides_to, the
rommunityas'a'whole as well as at the neighbourhood level. The development
offers the following benefits:

. Revitalization and enhancement of Lantzville Village

. Greater local business viability in the village (more nearby housing)

. New grocery store and mixed use development sites with retail/commercial units

. Revitalized streetscapes

. Housing

. Mix of housing types (e. g., single-unit, cluster housing, townhouse, apartment)

. Mix of housing tenures (i.e., rental, fee simple ownership, strata ownership)

. More attainable housing options throughout

. Seniors supportive housing

. Increased Tax Revenue

. Compact, economically-sustainable land use pattern

. Increased District tax revenue from increased residential/commercial densities

Villsge South Special Aiea Plati | bl
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Project Amenities
In addition to providing the benefits (previous page), the developer will also
provide several in-kind and cash Community Amenity Contributions (CACs).
In considering the land lift for these sites (i. e.. the increase in land value as
a result of rezoning). any potential increase in development value should be
considered alongside the value of the public lands and amenities being provided.
For this project, these include:

A. Community Lands

^ Dedication of a 1.00 hectare (2. 5 acres) parcel of land to the District for a
future civic/communityuse.

B Public Parks and Park Amenities

. Dedication and construction of a 1.33 hectare (3.3 acres) parcel of land as a
public park for use as an additional playing field, adjacent to the school (app. ?1M
in construction).

. Dedication of a 0.76 hectare (-1.2 acres) parcel of land to be utilized by the
District for a multi-purpose community park.

" Dedication of a 0. 50 hectare (1.25 acre) parcel of land to be utilized by the
District for a multi-purpose neighbourhood park.

. Dedication and construction of 0.7 hectares (1.7 acres) of additional publicly-
accessible trails and greenways throughout the site.

C. Cash Contribution

. Direction contribution of $3,000 per residential unit to the District (app. $1.56M).

D. Other

. Provision of gateway signage on each of the two roundabouts to be constructed.

. Construction of a multi-use path from the south extent of the site, along Ware
Road, to the Island Highway.

FRONTAGE & STREETSCAPE
IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to providing the listed benefits and amenities, the landowners will also
construct the following frontage/streetscape improvements based on the street
designs provided in this document and in accordance with District bylaws.

. Construction of Ware Road improvements adjacent to the subject site
(full cross-section).

° Construction of all new public roads
(full cross-section)

. Construction of Wiles Road improvements adjacent to the subject site
(site frontage only)

. Construction of Lantzville Road improvements adjacent to the subject site
(full cross-section)
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5.1 OCPCO SISTE CY
The below table demonstrates the proposal's commitment
to the OOP policies for the Village South Special Plan Area.
The left-hand columns present the relevant SPA policies,
whereas the right-hand column summarizes how the

policies are integrated into the proposed Special Area Plan:

See Section 2.1 for an overview of relevant OOP Goals and
the proposed responses..

POLICY

11.1.2 #2

11.1.2 #3

11.1.2 #4

11.1.2 #4

11.1.2 #5

11.1.2 #7

11.1.2 #8

11.1.2 iMO

11.1.2 #11

11.1.2 #12

11.1. 2 #13

11.1.2 #14

11.1.2 #15

11.1.2 #16

11.1.2 #17

OUCY

Close to Ware/Lantzville Roads, a range of commercial, residential and small-scale
seniors supportive housing uses, with potential for commercial under residential.
(The Village Commercial Core SPA policies also apply and encourage mixed use.)

In the remainder of the SPA, single-unit housing, multi-unit housing, small-scale
seniors supportive housing, and park and open space land uses. Seniors-oriented
housing, either community care or small-scale independent living, are encouraged.

Development within this SPA will include high-quality pedestrian environments as
outlined in the Development Permit Guidelines.

Mixed Use, Commercial, and Mixed Use
Zoning (including Seniors Supportive
housing) zoning near Ware/Lantzville Roads

Residential zones with a range of housing
types provided in the remainder of site

Street sections and design guidelines focus
on high-quality pedestrian environment

Vegetated buffers to provide privacy to existing adjacent residential properties. Vegetated buffers will be provided
Development with uses and densities that strengthen the vitality of the Village,
provide housing for singles, families, and seniors, improve pedestrian mobility, and
enhance the viability of public transit and other services.

An integrated storm water management plan for the site will be developed to
address storm water flow mitigation, treatment, and infiltration on-site.

A lane or road that can be used to access the backs of commercial properties
fronting on the south side of Lantzville Road.

A limited number of high-quality apartments with underground parking, nestled
into treed buffers.

The District encourages the development of small tracts of highly varied housing
types in a one- to two-storey format.

A continuous treed buffer of at least 15 m width plus adjacent wooded Crown
lands, will be retained along the Island Highway.

A continuous treed buffer of a minimum 15 metre width shall be provided between
proposed buildings and existing residences along Lancewood Avenue, broken only
by trails and a small-scale winding access road / fire lane.
A park area and continuous open space and trail corridors (greenways) to connect
the housing areas across Ware Road and to the Village Primary Commercial Core
and Village South SPAs, Seaview School, and adjacent neighbourhoods.

A park area shall be provided south of the existing school playing fields and will be
a reforested park.

Trail connections shall extend through the site, connecting Ware Road, Rossiter
Avenue, and the lane extension of Lynn Drive to the school grounds and to the
Village Primary Commercial Core.

A highly improved entrance streetscape for the development and Village on Ware
Road, including medians and boulevards that integrate green infrastructure and
planting, a double or triple row of street trees, as well as multi-use pedestrian /
bicycle~trail(s) that provide continuity between the Island Highway, Village Primary
Commercial Core, Seaview School, and adjacent neighbourhoods.

Residential zones provide a range of housing
types and increased densities to support a
vibrant and viable village core

Stormwater management strategies
integrated throughout with a focus on the
use of green infrastructure

New roadway provided

A limited number of high-quality apartments
will be provided in areas that minimize
impact on adjacent residents

Site divided into small development tracks
with highly varied house types

Vegetated buffer will be provided

Vegetated buffer and right-of-way
connections will be provided

Large community park and neighbourhood
park as well as continuous north-south and
east-west trail connections provided

Provided: however, envisioned as future play
fields as per District direction

Trail connections provided from existing
roads to Ware Road and the commercial
core

Ware Road redevelopment envisioned and
concept design presented that provides
these elements.
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ATTACHMENT #5

DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE
BYLAW NO. 284, 2021

A BYLAW TO AMEND DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE ZONING BYLAW NO. 180, 2020

The Municipal Coimcil of the District ofLantzville in open meeting assembled enacts as follows:

1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as the "District of Lantzville Zomng Bylaw No.
180, 2020, Amendment (Village South Special Area Plan Zone) Bylaw No. 284, 2021".

2. Schedule 'A' of District ofLantzville Zoning Bylaw No. 180, 2020 is hereby amended as
follows:

(a) in Part 1 by inserting "Village South Special Area Plan" after "Upper Lantzville Ware
Road Special Area Plan" in the list of zones,

(b) in Part 1 by insertmg the "Village South Special Area Plan Zone" attached hereto as
Schedule 1 after Section 1. 9 and re-numbering the remaining sections in Part 1,

(c) In Part 2, Section 2. 17. 1 by inserting "Village South Special Area Plan" after "Upper
Lantzville Ware Road Special Area Plan",

(d) In Part 3, Section 4. 1, by inserting the following definitions:

i) "Cluster Housing means one dwelling unit or two dwelling units within the same
building which are on the same parcel as at least four other dwelling units,

ii) Limited Home Business means a home business fhat is Imiited to an office. ", and

(e) by re-classifying the land legally described as

"THAT PART OF DISTRICT LOT 45 WELLINGTON DISTRICT LYING TO THE
NORTH WEST OF COPLEY ROAD SHOWN OUTLINED IN RED ON PLAN 733R
AND EXCEPT THAT PART IN PLANS 23561 AND VIP65702

LOT 1 DISTRICT LOT 27G WELLINGTON DISTRICT PLAN VIP66828

LOT 2 DISTRICT LOT 27G WELLINGTON DISTRICT PLAN VIP66828"

from "Future Special Area Plan Zone (F-SAP)" to "Village South Special Area Plan
Zone (SAP-2)"', "Community Services Zone (CS)", and "Park Zone (P)", as shown on
the map attached hereto as Schedule 2.
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SS S£S Zoning Bylaw No. 180, 2020, Amendment (Village South Special Area Plan Zone) Byla^v No. 284, 2021
Page 2 of 7

READ A FIRST TIME this
READ A SECOND TIME this
PUBLIC HEARING HELD this
READ A THIRD TIME this _ day of

day of_, 2021.
day of_, 2021.

day of_, 2021.
,
2021.

2r:?ROVED^BY THE"MINiSTRY OF'TRANSPORTATION AND EVFRASTRUCTURE
this day of_, 2021.
ADOPTED this _ day of_, 2021.

Mark Swain, Mayor Trudy Coates, Director of Corporate Adminisb-ation
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"Schedule 1 to Bylaw 284, 2021"

1.8 VILLAGE SOUTH SPECIAL AREA PLAN ZONE (SAP-2)

Areas

1. The SAP-2 Zone is divided into Areas A-C/ as shown on the following map:
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Limited Home Business

Child Care
Limited Home Business

SS SS!Le Zoning Bylaw No. 180, 2020, Amendment (Village South Special Area Plan Zone) Bylaw No. 284, 2021

Page 4 of 7

Permitted Uses

2. The permitted primary and secondary uses are as follows:

Primary Secondary
Area A - Ground-Oriented Housing

Cluster hlousing

Duplex
House

Rowhouse

Townhouse

Area B - Multi-Unit Housing

Apartment
Assisted Living
Community Care
Rowhouse

Townhouse

Area C-Mixed Use

Apartment
Assembly
Assisted Living
Community Care
Craft Beverage Processing
Cultural Service

Financial Service
Food and Beverage Service
Health Service

Indoor Recreation

Market
Office
Personal Service
Retail

Social Service

Building Form & Density

3. In Area C, outside of the "transition area", apartments, assisted living units/ and community
care units, are only permitted in a mixed-use building format and nnust not be located on the
firststoreyofa building.

4. The maximum density and floor area ratio are as follows:
Maximum Density/ FAR

25 units per hectare

100 units per hectare

Child Care
Limited Home Business

Mobile Vending

Area

Area A

Area B (Apartment, Rowhouse, Townhouse)

Area B (Assisted Living, Community Care)

Area C

2.0 FAR

2.0 FAR
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Siting

6.

7.

8.

9.

The minimum setbacks from parcel lines in Area A are as follows:

Structure

Duplex, House

Rowhouse, Townhouse

Secondary Structure

The minimum setbacks from parcel lines in Area B are as follows:

Front

3m

3m

6 m

Rear

4.5m

6 m

1.5m

Interior Side

1. 5m

3m

1.5m

Structure

Apartment

Assisted Living, Community Care

Rowhouse, Townhouse

Secondary Structure

The minimum setbacks from parcel lines in Area C are as follows:

Front

3m

4. 5m

3m

6 m

Rear

4.5m

6 m

3m

2m

Structure

Apartment

All Other Structures

Canopy or Awning

Front

3m

1.5m

0 m

Rear

4.5m

3 m

3m

Interior Side

3m

3m

4. 5m

2m

Interior Side

3m

Om

Om

Exterior Side

3m

3m

3m

Exterior Side

4.5m

3m

4. 5m

3m

Exterior Side

3m

1.5m

Om

Despite the foregoing, the minimum setback of a garage in any Area is 6 m from front parcel
lines and 3 m from rear parcel lines.

Despite the foregoing, the minimum setback from an interior side parcel line for dwellings
units within a duplex/ rowhouse or townhouse that are separated by a party wall is 0 m on
the side where the dwelling units are adjoining.

Height

10. The maximum heights are as follows:

Structure

Apartment, Assisted Living, Community
Care, Mixed Use

Craft Beverage Processing, Food and
Beverage Service, Indoor Recreation;
Office, Personal Service, Retail, Rowhouse,
Town house

blouse, Duplex

Secondary Structure

Fence

Maximum Height

4 storeys and 16 m

12 m and 3 storeys

9m

5m

1.8m

11 Despite the foregoing/ the maximum height of a building fronting Lantzville Road is 3 storeys
and 12 m.
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12.

13.

14.

Parcel Coverage

The maximum parcel coverages are as follows:

Area

Area A

Area A (Rowhouse, Townhouse)

Area B

Area C (Apartment, Assisted

Principal Building

50%

70%

55%

55%

70%
Living, Community Care)
Area C (Mixed-Use/ other uses)

Subdivision

The subdivision regulations are as follows:

Area

Area A (House)

Area A (Cluster Housing)
Area A (Rowhouse/Townhouse with party wall,
attached on both sides)
Area A (Rowhouse/Townhouse with party wall,
attached on one side)

Area A (Duplex with party wall)

Area B (Apartment, Assisted Living, Community
Care)
Area B (Rowhouse/Townhouse with party wall,
attached on both sides)
Area B (Rowhouse/Townhouse with party wall,
attached on one side)

Area C

All Buildings and Structures
Combined

55%

70%

60%

60%

100%

Minimum

Parcel Area

300m2

4/000 m2

150m2

200m2

225m2

1, 000 m2

150m2

Minimum Parcel
Fronta e and Width

12m

9m

6 m

7.5m

9 m

25m

6 m

7.5m

15m

200m2

450m2

Despite the foregoing, the following specific regulations apply:
a) The parcel area and frontage of parcels in a phased building strata subdivision nnay be

reduced below the minimum parcel area and minimum parcel frontage.

b) The minimum parcel frontage of a parcel fronting a cul-de-sac or curved portion of a
highway is 10 m, or the minimum parcel frontage regulation specified above, whichever
is less.
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"Schedule 2 to Bylaw 284, 2021"
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Redistributed October 6, 2021 from the
September 22, 2021 regular Council meeting agenda

District of Lantzville

REPORT TO CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Meeting Date: Sep 1c 111 be r 0-2621

SUBJECT: Fire Hall and Public Works Facility Design

PURPOSE

consider an a.end. en. to.he2021-2025 Financial Plan forthe design ofaflre hall and publicwork,To i
facility.

RECOMMENDATION

THATthe2021-2025 Financial Plan beamendedtoindude;475^
an'd'public'wo'rks facility, funded from facilities life cycle reserves.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

N/A

'J THATthe 2021-2025 Finandal Plan not be a"endedjo^d^4^^n 2021forthe design of'. I^ht^aMd21pu2bTw oZaaa^f^de"dfromfacaitieslfe

2. As directed by Council.

BACKGROUND RELEVANT HISTORY

^:^^r^^. ^=^'-=y^=::^
30 members.

ta^^^^^rs^^=^t^s^5£assesled 'all ma^ i^^'on^ ̂ 6^"^^,"^,^",^^^
SuP~e7torR°ad.;Utem^of^^J^^^
ES^auS:l^^^^^^^
location for the fire hall.

wnhth^-eptLon, °L^SU:;q:rtroNSc"s^^^^^^^^^^^^
tvheL lope^o^maintenance^and^ons^^^^^S!^£^^^^^^^
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District of Lantzville
September 8, 2021, Council Agenda Item - Fire Hall and Public Works Facility Design
Page 2 of 4

Most communities in BC provide a suitable, municipally owned site for public works, which provides
critical and essential services to the community. In Lantzville, the 5-member public works department
operates out of a leased portion of a building in the industrial park, at a cost of approximately $35, 000
per year. The current leased space, which does not include a works yard, is inadequate and unsuitable
for the provision of public works services.

The District will need to develop a fire hall and public works facility. The first step is completion of a
detaHed design and cost estimate for construction of a facility. At its June 2, 2021 meeting, Council
di'r'ected stafTto proceed with issuance of a request for expressions of interest for the design of a fire
hall and public works facility. Design costs are expected to be in the range of $400-475,000.

The District does not currently have municipally owned land on which to site a new facility. However,
as part of a recent rezoning application, the District negotiated for the acquisition ofa 2 ha (5^)
property on Clark Drive to'be'transferred to the District with the first phase of subdiv^ion of the
development lands. The location map in ATTACHMENT 1 shows the location of this future District site^
Ids ant'icipated that the District will acquire this site in the next 6 months as phase 1 of the development
proceeds.

The Clark Drive site is ideally situated for a fire hall and public works facility. The site has convenient
and quick access to major arterial roads and Highway 19 and is centrally located within the area of the
community that already contains most of Lantzville's buildings and population and that is expected to
see the most development and population growth in the coming decades. The site is large enough to
accommodate a fire hall and public works facility. However, given the configuration of the site and the
future wellhead facilities, there would be insufficient space to physically or safely accommodate any
other uses on the site. The fire hall would also serve as the Districts emergency operations centre in
the event of an emergency.

In 2014, the District signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Lone Tree for the Foothills
development. The MOU identified that one of the amenities would be the provision of 2 ha (5 ac) of
lan'din'the Foothills development for a fire hall and public works facility. However, the Fire CMef and
Director of Public Works have both determined that the Foothills is not a suitable location for a fire hall
or public" works facility. If the District's only fire hall and public works facitity were located in the

Foothills, the community would be disadvantaged and receive a lower level of service with respect to
both fireprotection and the provision of public works services. Fire rescue and public works operations
require a'centrally located place within the community to quickly respond to emergencies and day-to-
day public works requirements.

ATTACHMENTS

1. Location Map

ANALYSIS RATIONALE

The District will need to construct a fire hall and public works facility. The proposed location on dark
Drive is a suitable location. Staff are recommending that the Financial Plan be amended to include
$475,000 for the design of a fire hall and public works facility, to be funded from facilities ̂ife cycle
reserves. If Council approves the amendment, the design work would begin in the Fall 2021 and is
expected to take approximately 4-6 months to complete.
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Council Agenda Item - Fire Hall and Public Works Facility Design

Once the detailed design and cost estimate are complete, the District w'Nhavean^ccu;ate, depjrt10^^*aXtSees°gv^l°cc°^tr^^^^^^^^
Spam:nyt7thefa7n»ywo'uld'faefunded(.. ^or^^^^^^^^^
focrvfcirue'halisl o7public"works facilities/ a detailed'design and cost estimate would put the District in a

position to apply for funding opportunities as they arise.

1. Strate ic Plan Ob'ectives

Council's Strategic Plan:

1. Infrastructure

1. 3 Secure a District-owned Public Works facility
1. 4 Secure the District Firehalt site.

Since the current fire hall site will be needed in the future for highway improvements. securing
the existing site is no longer a reasonable long-term option.

The recommendation is consistent with Coundrs Strategic Plan.

2. Policy

There are no policy implications of the recommendation.

3. Resource Im lications

There are no resource implications of the recommendation.

4. Financial Bud et Im lications

The design would be funded from facilities life cycle reserves.

5. Sustainabilit Im lications

There are no sustainability implications of the recommendation.

Prepared By:

Kyle You g, Direc r of Planning &
Comm nity Services

Date: September 2, 2021

Approved for Submission to Council:

v-r. i^y

Ronald Camp ell, ef Administrative Officer

Date: September 2/ 2021
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District of Lantzville

Septembers, 2021, Council Agenda Item - Fire Hall and Public Works Facility Design
Page 4 of 4

REVIEWED WITH:

D Corporate Administration
D Financial Services
D Other:

COUNCIL AGENDA INFORMATION:

Meeting Type
Regular
Closed (In-Camera)

D Fire Rescue
D Planning

D Public Works/Engineering
D Solicitor

D RCMP
D Committee:

Date

Suplcmbert, 2021
Agenda Item #

File: 1220-20-PWFRFD , . _........ .... _ .
Location:T:\DISTRia OF lANTZVILLE\Reports to Council\2021\2021 09 08 Fire Hall and Public Works Facility Design.docx
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Redistributed October 6, 2021 from the
! September 22, 2021 regular Council meeting agenda

District ofLantzville

REPORT TO CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Meeting Date: September 2ffl, ft0'»l

SUBJECT: Selection of Proposal-CaU for Outdoor Artwork

PURPOSE

To evaluate and select a proposal from the submissions in re^n^etoAe^l to^for
o^ru^A^IetoSt^aUhe'Disfa4ctroadright^^^^
Road.

nprmvrMENDATION

SS5SSSSS^TOrf"'
COMMITTEE RECO ATION

N/A

AT.TERNATIVES AND TMPUCATIONS
i. As directed by Councfl.

BACKGROUND RELEVANT ORY
Atfhe July 21, 2021, meeting, Coimca rereiyed a report for Aepotentia] for an outdoor art
insteUmCTtm'tiie vfllage core, and passed the following motion:

THAT staff be instructed to move cfead unth ̂rtir^aUme^ to ̂ atfed^e
3^u^'a?;^^n^fleiioad, andtheamen^mCTtto^

^SS^$^o7^'SD^« ]^^ww^"^,
rcX^^t^/wiih^Sm^o^7o be considered at the September
meeting.

A caU for submissions was posted to the Districts websiteo^Augu^ ̂ and^^ed^
^S"^aSbru 5ng^mimmMes;^
3^d^n^ptembe?5h, 7eceMnga total of four proposals for consideration.

ATTACHMENTS

l. Call For Submissions: Outdoor Artwork
2. Submission i-Dan Richey
3. Submission 2 - Leslie
4. Submission 3 - AngeUos Glaros
5. Submission 4-Paul Lewis
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District of LanttviUe
Sqitanber22. 2021, CouncilAg<3ida Itan-Call FwSubnris
P^e2of4

Suhxnission i - Dan Richev

Biography: Dan Richey is a professional chamsaw carver based m Nanaimo BaJSanhas_
parti5p£3'inA£unMW carving competitions throughout BC for over 20 yeMS>^dl carvings
Sn'displaym'CunpbeIl River, I^dysniith, Nanaimo emd Chetwynd BC, among o&er
conmmmdes. Dan created the world's largest cedar polar bear located in Cochrane, Ontario.

Concept: The proponent wiD create a lo-foot-wide decorative bench c^rvedenSely^om
cedar. The bench wffl feature three life-sized sealions, an oc
fish, dams and crabs coated in an 'external marine finish.
Cost: The proponent did not submit a cost schedule with the submission. Aflat-rate fee ̂ f
$5,000 is s£& to complete Ae project. An optional concrete pad may need to be poured to
secure the bench at an additional, unspecified cost.

Workplan: The proponent did not submit a detailed scope of work. The, M13st,wouidbe the
sole ron^utortothe project, and be created in Ae artistes studio^and delivered to the

piojwtsTte. The proponent states the project can be completed before the end of the year.
Maintenance: A coating is required to be reapplied every two years for protection.

Sub ' *o -Leslie Robert Sam

Biography: LessUE is the decolonized name of Leslie Robert Sam, a Pr^fesslond CSast
SdS^&t iMis^m Duncan BC from the Cowichan Tribes. Worldng with a variety of
mediums, LessUE has studied and practiced Co^t Salish art for over 25 years as an
undergraduate, curator, guest lecturer, writer and currently as a Sraduate S51de^t atu]

Umve5ityrfVidoAi. Hk artwork is achiluted both nationaUy and mteniationally,
lu

of Canada.

Concept: The projectwiU constmct a 4x8' panel duplaywith V4'' mUd steel'feattmngd ign
ctrtoute, a welded base and a natural rusted patina finish rendered in a Coast Salish art style.
' e project wffl include landscaping, concrete footing and lighting.
Cost: The proponent has provided an estimate of $5,000 exduding taxes.
Worltplan: The artist did not submit a detafled workplan. It is assumed the artist wffl be the
solecoS^butor,~wAtiie majority of the work completed at the artisfs studio.

mission -An osGlaro

los GIaros is the owner and operator of West Coast Arts, a smaU sculptural
togjshop in Nanaimo. AngeUos works with a variety of materials, including ^ass

metafM id'stone to create sculptures for both residential and oommeraal cliente^His i
Iws'dsobwn apart of public art programs in Nanaimo, OakBay^Castiegar^andNdst
lis work is insmred by Vancouver Island and deriv

region.

Concept: The proponent will create an approximately lO-foot-taU sculpture fo^ed from 12
^T/S'O'stCTd md'heavy waU pipe. .nie'sculpture wffl feature^irds^rgD ^.out^of^n8

flowing metal nTsbons representing wmd and movement, joining the arosc's "QKl^t"^"_
wUecdon of artworks. The birds mU be finished with an <
madntenance, amd the pipe stmcture wiU be rusted with a matte finish.
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District of Lantzvilte
September 22. 2021, Council Agenda Item- Call For Submissions: '
Page 3 of 4

Cost: The artwork is quoted to cost $16,500 plus tax to create. The artisthas a]so Provided
four other pre-made sculptures available for purchase from $6,500 -)

i: The artist did not submit a detafled scope ofwork. _The artwork wffl take
ap^oTiatelyi6ohours to create, and wffl include delivery and instaUat
site.

Submission 4 - Paul I^wis

Mog»phy=PadI^isapmnte, and_drift^^Jn^^^

bMcrcatf^a?E^qmmaiu^^ Ac beadi into an,art ̂lIe^aJQd, locdattraction-
In 2021, Paul Lewis received Ae Goldsteam Gazette's

11: The artist wffl create an eagle's nest, complete with a bald ea^e and eaglete^
i^o^d^edSfhvoodsctdpturewfflbesecui^to^abrote^

^p^eSStovAe^ound^Theai^ has also pu^^^^ of a second concept

ti^t~wUTconstaict a 6-7'foot-taU standing bear made from <
Cost: The artist estimates the Eagle's nest driftwood sculpture wffl cost $4»500^ and the
d^ooTb^sajlptare to cost $6,500. A detaUed cost schedule was not ]
Worlq»lan: fhe artist states the project wffl take 2-3 weeks to complete, but did not provide
a detaUed scope of work.

erall Evaluation - Ra
Submission: i

2

2

Stren ofconce aesthetics and creativi
Demonstrated erienceandca aci tocom lete
FeasibQi oftimelineandavaaablebu et
Durable and easU maintained
A ro riate for tfae location and surroundin businesses

Involve local artists and or commun' collaboration
Celebrate uni uecommuni assets histo or culture
Include in-ldnd materials desi or labour
Fost^ reconciliation or sharin of In * enous culture
Complement the character of the viU e core

Total:

i. Strat^c Plan Objectives
N/A

2* l^^scale beautification projects as an identified action Ae lAntzndUe Economic
Se^5o^eDt'sl£te©T(2ol8)m the LantzvUle Economic Development Strategy.

3* S^^^?^o]^nt Office wouldbe responsible for ̂jordjnatingtiie
instaBationoffhe artwork, wth guidance from the Director of Public WOFKS.
I^UDte^nce r^uiremente of the artwork are unknown.

1

21

1

1

1

1 1
27 20

1

19
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UdrictofLantzvaie _.. __..
September22. 2021. Councn Agenda Item-Call ForSubmisskans: I
Page 4 of 4

4. FSnflnrial/Bu<lRet ImpUwtioffiS^
iis work can be completed wifhin the proposed budget tor 2021.

;. S^iietfl|hi^i1iTY T1rnp^l'*atioiis
There are no sustainabUity im^ications of the recommendation.

Approved for submission to Councfl:

raca^*

Andrew Hutdiison, EDO

Kyle Young Ronald
Director of Planning & Community Services

(^
U, Chief Achnmistrative Officer

Date: September 15, 2021

REVIEWED WTTH:

orate Administration

Finandal Services

D Other:

Rre Rescue

Date: September 15, 2021

Works . .
ISoUcitor

DRCMP
D Committee:

COUNCILAGENDA UWORMATION:
Me . Date

r

Ctosed -Camera

enda ten#
2021

Ffle: 1220-20-OUTART

T:\DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE\Reports to Counca\202l^02i 09 22 Selection of Proposal for Outdoor Artwork. docx
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Attachinent #l

{cf^Ws,

Are you a visual artist with a new, innovative idea to beautify and enhance the village core?
The District of Lantzville is seeking local artists, professionals and hobbyists alike, to submit proposals for

)ticl artwo7k in the village core.'The successful proponent will design and create a unique outdoor art

Sat'ion that will add vibrancy, and foster pedestrian activity and community pride in the downtown.
Project works will be fully funded by the District, with a preference for Pr°Jects between,$2^0 ~ $5'000-
Artis'ts'and organizations are invited to submit their proposals by 8:00 am, September 13, 2021.
Back round:

Last year the District issued a call for submissions for a community mural to be created in the vllagecore^
w"hich7esulted in the mural 'Uy'snet' located at 7217 Lantzville Rd. As a result ofthis^imtiative, the District
is"renewing'itscaltto artists, and is requesting proposals for more public artwork in 2021. Jhe co^mun-rty
art^inmatiws'serve to achieve the District's Village Commercial Core Improvement Plan, and is an
identified'prtority in the Lantzville Economic Development Strategy to support village core revitalization.
Elieibilitv:

This opportunity is open to alt local and professional artists, artisans and art, students^partne, rsM^
between'artists'and'non-profits, arts groups, businesses, associations and historical societies are
welcome.

The selected proponent may be required to carry commercial general liability insurance, naming the
District as an additional insured for the duration of the project.

Location:

The artwork will be within a 3 x 3 meter area, located on the District road right of way adjacent to Seaview
Plaza, 7221 Lantzville Road (see page 3).

LoveLlfeHere
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District of Lantzville
Call for Submissions - Outdoor Artwork
Page 2 of 4

Fundin :

The District will contribute up to 100% of project costs, to a maximum of $5, 000. Project budgets greater
than this limit may also be considered. Projects that include some in-kind contributions are encouraged.

Submission:

Interested artists and/or organizations are required to submit a project proposal, including:
1. Preliminary concept along with a short statement about the design (the selected

proponent may be given further time to refine the design)
2. Cost schedule including materials, labour and fee for service
3. Scope of work including timelines, contributors, and activities to be undertaken
4. Artist CV including examples of previous work

Selection Process:

Proposals will be evaluated at an open Council meeting, and selected based on the following criteria:
. Strength of concept, aesthetics and creativity
. Demonstrated experience and capacity to complete
. Feasibility of timeline and available budget
. Durable and easily maintained

. Appropriate for the location and surrounding businesses

Preference may be given to proposals that:
. Involve local artists and/or community collaboration
. Celebrate unique community assets, history or culture
. Include in-kind materials, design or labour
. Foster reconciliation or sharing of Indigenous culture

. Complement the character of the village core

The District reserves the right to not proceed with any proposal if they do not fit the application criteria
or are deemed unsuitable for other reasons.

Timeline:

Call to artists

Submission deadline:

Proposals evaluated:
Project awarded:
Project completion:

August 4, 2021
8:00 am, September 13, 2021
September 22, 2021 Council Meeting
September 24, 2021
December 24, 2021

Preference will be given to projects that are ready to proceed and can be completed before year end.
Flexibility on the project start and completion dates may be considered for the right proposals.
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District of Lantzville
Call for Submissions - Outdoor Artwork
Page 3 of 4

How to Apply:

Submissions, or questions regarding this call for submissions, can be addressed to Andrew Hutchison,
Economic Development Officer at ahutchison lantzville. ca. The closing date for proposals is 8:00 am,
Monday, September 13, 2021.

LoveLifeHere
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District of Lantzville
Call for Submissions - Outdoor Artwork
Page 4 of 4

Pro'ect Location
District roadway at 7221 Lantzville Road
Approx. 3 x 3 m
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Attachnient #2

From: dansartandsoul
Sent: Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:05 AM
To: Andrew Hutchison

Subject: Sea lions smorgasbord.

Subinission #1

G^dpe thyis submission for my art peice is enough .... if selected more info. Can be provided. DanKeeping
our ocean clean,

Sea life smorgasbord,

I would like to be part of this opportunity to display my art if selected...^
Ive'been creating different art peices over the years for residential and large commercial areas^. ^. ^
Avscyol ucca'n ^e'in6 s'ome of my photos ;i work with cedar mostly.... i also do wa^murals^ over the island

J'alrso"n~otice-in the'picture of the location a retaining wall that can use a beautiful mural.
The peice that i am submitting can be created in the time frame given .

TZ^rtpeice will also bea'bench for people to sit ,the sea lions wi" be life size 'threem, total;a, Pad can
be poured'm a oval'or banana shape to give the peice in question a clean slate to sit on .(cost not
included)cost to create this art peice will be 5000.

Bottom of bench .... I will carve a octopus

and other bottom creates ... like

Ca'iving'will be coated in a exterior marine finishes coating can be applied every couple of years for a
renewal took and protection.
Weight will be around 2500 pounds...

Largest polarbear made of cedar .

Located in Cochrane Ontario

Dungenss crab create for nanaimo ,

Salmon bench was created for a fishing ch

Here is my drawing and measurements and the peices of cedar that will be use for this peice

Again, thank you for this opportunity,
|f°you'need anything or questions ... call me or text Dan Richey 250 729. 6659

Sent from my Galaxy
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Here is my drawing and measurements and pieces of cedar that will be used:

^

^
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Nanaimo, BC
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Attachment #3

Submission #2

Lantzville

Call for Submissions

Outdoor Arh^ork

Leslie Robert Sam
(250) 714 1574
salishsam@hotmail. com
907-C Si-em Heights Lantzville
BC VOR 2HO
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lessLIE

Birthplace
Duncan, B.C.

Tribal Affiliation
Coast Salish

Lantzville Call for Submissions Outdoor Arhyork

Bom in 1973 in Duncan, B.C., lessllE's colonized. Catholic, Canadian name is Leslie

Robert Sam. His decolonized artist's name is lessLIE. Hitler once said that the big9er

the lie you tell, the more people you can get to beLIEve in it. Hitler was about racism,

imperialism, and genocide, which are political forces which les$LIE is fighting against.
Picasso once said that "art is a lie that tells the truth. " In the spirit of trickster traditions,

lessLle is living this perspective of Picasso.

For all of my career, I have been a passionate proponent of Coast Salish art. Through

my art practice, undergraduate and graduate studies, writing, guest lectures, and curat-

ing, I have expanded my knowledge of Coast Salish art. My fiancee Amanda shares

this passion with me through her participation in Bighouse ceremonies and canoe pad-

dling with our daughter. I intend to inspire our 6 year old daughter Cadence by her

seeing my designs in a public setting, part of life in Lantzville.

It is my intention, as a Coast Salish person, to proudly represent our Salish identity

through my designs. My art style is strongly grounded in our ancestral art tradition

established for thousands of years on the Salish Sea. I will harness my knowledge of

truly authentic Coast Salish art learned through my art practice and undergraduate

and graduate studies.

I am excitedly looking forward to the prospect of contributing my authentic designs to

the people who live in and those who visit Lantzville.

Respectfully,

lessLIE

lessLIE has a Bachelor of Arts degree in First Nations Studies from Malaspina Universi-

ty-College. White working on this undergraduate degree, lessLIE began to study Coast

Salish art in 1995. lessLIE is currently attending the University of Victoria, working on a

Master of Arts degree in Interdisciplinary Studies with a focus on Coast Salish art. As a

component of this graduate degree, he has also worked at Thunderbird Park Camng

Studio. When he first began to study Coast Salish art, he was inspired and encouraged

by his cousin Joe Wilson. He was later influenced by other Coast Salish artists such as

Manual Salazar, Maynard Johnny, Jr., Shaun Peterson, and Luke Marston. His main

influence as a young Coast Salish artist has been Susan Point.

lessLIE lives in Duncan on Vancouver Island.

Selected Exhibitions

2005 Oval Ovoid, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC (solo exhibit)

2005 Changing Hands: Art Without Reservation 2,
Museum'of Art & Design, New York, NY, USA

2006 cultural conFUSION: Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC (solo exhibit)

2007 Pacific Prints, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2007 Migrations; Birds of the PaciRc, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, EC

2007 Gathered Treasures, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2007 Transporters; Contemporary Salish Art, Art Gallery of Greater Victoria,

2008 PaciRc Prints 2008, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2008 cuneiFORM-LINE, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC (solo exhibition)

2009 LessLIE: Salelish) Culture Two Rivers GalleryPrince George, BC
(solo exhibition)
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2009 Hailans to Allans: Contemporary Papua New Guinea Art ,
International Exhibit: Rebecca Hossack Art Gallery, London, UK
& Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2010 Allans Traveled, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2011 Spindle wHOLE, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria BC

2011 Ancient Stories: Contemporary Expressions, Sleinbruek Native Gallery, Seattle , WA

2011 Coast Salish Masterworks, Coastal Peoples Fine Arts Gallery, Vancouver, BC

2012 Victoria Collects, Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, Victoria, BC

2012 Air, Land and Seed & Octopus Dreams Ekaterinburg Museum of Fine Arts, Russia

2013 Paddling the Pacific, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2013 First, Two Rivers Gallery, Prince George, 6C

2013 Urban Thunderbirds / Ravens in a Material World, Group Exhibition,
Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, Victoria, BC

2014 Perpetual Salish: Guest Curator, Public Exhibition, Legacy Gallery, Victoria, BC

2014 smALL - Solo Exhibition, AIcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2017 Awakening Memory - Group Exhibition, Open Space, Victoria, BC

2017 (R)evolving Whorl(d) - Group Exhibition, Alcheringa Gallery, Victoria, BC

2017 Intangible - Group Exhibition, Bill Reid Gallery, Vancouver, BC

2018 Form As Meaning - Curator, Group Exhibition, Art Gallery of Greater Victoria,
Victoria, BC

Select Public Commissions

2011 Surrounded by Cedar logo, Surrounded by Cedar Child and Family Services,
Victoria, September

2011 Cornet* Building logo and door decals. The University of Victoria, Victoria, September

2014 London Carpet Commission - winning design to be used for the creation of a carpet
for the BC room at the new Canadian Embassy in London, UK

Collections

2013 Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, Permanent Collection

2013 University of Victoria, Permanent Collection

2014 National Gallery of Canada, Permanent Collection

2015 Salish Weave Collection, Permanint Collection

2018 Indigenous Affairs Canada, Permanent Collection

Proposed Design
District roadway at 7221 Lantzville Road

This design simultaneously celebrates the mining and Coast Salish history of Lantzville. The
rusted metal symbolizes heritage and history. The design, rendered in the Coast Salish style,
ancestral to Snaw-naw-as, represents sunsets, water waves, and mountains, as well as vision.

This design compliments the new logo/graphic identity for Lantzville and could also be used for
banners, t-shirts etc. printed in the same blue range of colours.

4' X 8' Tail

1/4" mild steel with design cutouts, welded feet, natural rusted patina.

Ground edges smooth Rnish.

Production $2,700. (plus tax)
Artist Fee $1,500.
Landscaping, concrete footings & lighting from existing pole. $800
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wHOIe W(((h)))orl(((d))), lessLIE, 2013

NATIONAL GALLERY OF CANADA
OTTAWA
PERMANENT COLLECTION
PAINTING 6' X 6'

In June 2017, when the newly transformed
Canadian and Indigenous Galleries at the Na-
tional Gallery of Canada reopened to critical
acclaim, \\ was so exciting to see that lessLIE's
wHOIe W(((h)))orl(((d))) was prominently
placed at the entrance of the historic part
of the exhibition. Representing Coast Salish
culture and design, and hanging almost hwo
metres square, this bold rendition of a spindle
whorl depicts a human encircled by two salm-
on, four wolves, and four thunderbirds:

"I wanted to create a graphic work that could
rival early and classic one-colour Coast Salish
graphic designs, such as Charles Elliolt's Salish
Renewal and Stan Greene's Human with Thun-
derbirds. Within the overall feel of the design,
an Aztec calendar influence can be sensed in
the circular form. This cross-cultural aesthetic
influence reflects the cultural reality of Coast
Salish people living in the most urbanized and
densely and diversely populated area of the
Northwest Coast. One intention of this classic
Salish design was to provoke questions about
how contemporary Coast Salish people fit
in modern society. Simultaneously, another
intention was to show that I have a knowledge-
able understanding of traditional Coast Salish
design elements and principles. As the great
Haida artist Robert Davidson once ARTiculat-
cd, 'you can't innovate from nothing'."

lessLIE

I was a young artist I was lucky enough to
receive grants, including the Emily Carr Foun-
dation Scholarship, which allowed me to go to
Europe to study in 1953. Today, I can afford
to help up-and<oming artists in a similar way,
and it's a great pleasure to be able to do so."

WHOLE w(((h)))orl(((d)))"for it's first Prize Pur-
chase in 2016. The Gallery's curators, includ-
ing Greg Hill, Audain Senior Curator of Indig-
enous Art, were struck by how lessLIE focuses
on Coast Salish iconography in his art, usually
with a contemporary twist. Currently on view
in the Canadian and Indigenous Galleries, the
acrylic on canvas piece was inspired by the
traditional forms and flow of a spindle whorl.
Using only black and white tones, lessLIE
explores not only traditional motifs and move-
ment, but also positive and negative space.

Even more national exposure of lessLIE's work
was awarded during the 2017 Canadian Bien-
nial. An exhibition of recent National Gallery
acquisitions by the Contemporary, Indigenous
and Photography Departments, the Biennial
was the first time that donated works from the
Salish Weave Collection were on view. less-
LIE'S prints, Salish Community, Wolves, and
Eight People Eight Ravens, were exhibited
alongside works by fellow Coast Salish artists,
Susan Point and Angela Marston.

Another exciting part of this story is that this
piece was acquired by the National Gallery
of Canada through an annual prize set up by
renowned Canadian painter and printmaker,
Takao Tanabe. Named the "Takao Tanabe Pur-

chase Prize in Painting for Young Artists, " the
National Gallery of Canada receives $15 000
each year to recognize an up-and-coming Ca-
nadian artist through the purchase of artworks
for the national collection. Tanabe's motivation
for starting this program was this: "When
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Natural Vision

BC Room
Canada House, London England
2017

"From the very start, we wanted this building
to be a showcase for Canada's very best.
We want to make sure everyone who visits
us leaves with the knowledge that Canadian
products, creativity and know-how are ready
to take on the world."

High Commissioner for Canada to the United
Kingdom, Gordon Campbell
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'Thunderbird Spindle Whorl/ 2017,
etched glass, yellow cedar, 36 dia.)

In his two large paintings, 'Salmon World
View,' and 'Thunderbird World View/ Less-
LIE has elicited the glowing, traditional forms
of sacred animals out of their polychromed
grounds like shadows emerging out of brilliant-
ly coloured fog. With black on black, orange
on orange, and rose-madder red on red gels
and glazes, he has not so much painted as
conjured the shapes from the pigments. The ef-
fects achieved bestow a peculiarly live quality
to the motile figures, shimmering, swimming
or flying in their softly glowing, mysterious
realms. They hover just beyond clear sight, on
the edges of perception.
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Wolves
2006

"This design is inspired by a Coast Salish
carved comb. Three Salish design elements
(oval, trigon and crescent) create two wolf
heads and the abstract depiction of the ana-
tomical feahjres of the wolves."

-lessLIE
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Cultural ConunDRUM
2013
Acrylic on hide
20"diameter; 2.75" deep
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Defining Each Other
2007
Serigraph; Ink on Paper
14.5" X 9"

This rectangular Coast Salish design depicts
hvo raven heads above hA?o Nuuchah-nulth
style split u-forms and is a tribute to my Coast
Salish contemporaries.

HEIRS
2009
Serigraph: Ink on Paper
22"X 22"
Artist/Curatorial Statement

(HEIRS has to do with cultural property and
explores the neo-colonial aspects of the com-
mercial market. I like the play on words in
.HEIRS; it can mean it belongs the people who
buy the artwork but also asks the question:
who are the true heirs of that art tradition? The
answer is in the title.

At the same time I feel obligated to share
my culture. With understanding and expo-
sure comes appreciation and cultural bridg-
es behveen First Nations, Canadians and
Americans. This sharing is symbolized by vi-
sual punning where the faces share the same
mouth in the center. The design beyond the
two faces is the raven.

(HEIRS is a counterpart to yOURs, h^o
drums I painted for a solo exhibition at Two
Rivers Art Gallery in Prince George.



Ladybug and the Flood
2007
Painting: Acrylic on Paper
22.75" X 14"

In ancient times, Syalutsa, the first man who fell from
the sky, had a vision that it would rain for many
months. This long period of rain would flood the entire
Cowichan Valley. In preparation, Syolutsa made the
largest canoe ever made by a man. Using the longest
cedar rope he could create, he tied the canoe to a
boulder atop Mount Prevost. As his vision told him, it
rained for months until the floodwater reached the top
of Mount Prevosh Soon after, the Roodwater began
to raise Syalutsa's giANT canoe, the large boulder
became an anchor and Syalutsa feared he would soon
face dEATh.

Before the great flood, Stutsun, the younger brother
of Syalutsa, was also exploring the Cowichan Valley
after he fell from the sky. During his exploration, he
encountered Smuyqwa, the ladybug. Uftle ladybug
knew of the great rain that would flood the entire Co-
wichan Valley and she told Stutsun that she could save
him by drinking all the water on earth. Upon hEARing
this, Stutsun toughed and wondered how such a small
being could drink such a giANT body of water. Little
ladybug was offended by Shikun's mockery and told
him not to have a prejudice against her based on her
Kny size. Upon seeing that Smuyqwa was offended,
Stutsun remembered that Syalutsa taught him to re-
spect and appreciate nature. So Stutsun listened to
ladybug. She taught him a song to sing when the flood
came and promised that upon hEARing (his song, she
would come to his rescue and drink all the ftoodwater.
When the floodwater took over the Cowichan Valley,
little ladybug fulfilled her promise. She drank and
dRAINed the floodwater and saved the future of the
Cowichan people by rescuing Syalutsa and Slutsun.

y
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Middle Point
2008
Painting: Acrylic on Paper
31. 25" x 31. 75"
Artist/Curatorial Statement
In the spirit of spindle whorls, this contempo-
rary Coast Salish design depicts four salmon
heads in a circle. The middle point in this
design symbolizes the artistic void in Coast

art, which has been filled by the work
of Susan Point. The salmon heads and spindle
whorl symbolize cultural perpetuation, while
the middle point symbolizes the strong role
that Susan Point has played in inspiring and
influencing a younger generation of contempo-
rary Coast Salish artists.

In the disCOURSE and writing on Coast Sal-
ish art, one will often still Rnd subtle biases
towards northern and Wakashan art forms
of the Northwest Coast. Fortunately, such
biases are beginning to change, and Susan
Point has been vital to a relatively recent
appreciation for Coast Salish art.

This design was actually inspiRED (the gap
that was filled) by a multi-media wood,
paint, and glass panel created by Susan
Point. I had the personal pleasure of perceiv-
ing and being jnspiRED (the gap that was
filled) by that piece on a visit to Spirit Wres-
tier Gallery.

Salmon Weir
2005
Painting: Acrylic on Paper
28" X 12.5"

Salmon or river weirs were wood-
en dams constructed by my ances-
tors for the purpose of harvesting
salmon. In this design, I have de-
picted four salmon heads within the
rectangular shape of the weir.

As a contemporary Coast Salish
artist, I am not hesitant to utilize
modern or abstract influences in
my work. I am aware that many
modem, abstract artists like Barnett
Newman are influenced by indige-
nous and First Nations art forms. It
is my contention that an unjust aes-
thetic double standard has been
imposed on Northwest Coast art
forms. Native artists should not be
confined to aesthetically static, tra-
ditional forms. If modern, abstract
artists are inRuenced by native art
forms, then native art forms should
be allowed to be influenced by the
works of modern, abstract artists.

Coast Salish people reside in the
most urbanized, most densely and
diversely populated area of the
Northwest Coast. This contem-
porary cultural reality should be
reRected in our work.
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Crescent Moon
2006
Serigraph; Ink on Paper
17. 5" X 17"
Artist/Curatorial Statement
This contemporary Coast Salish design depicts
the moon with an expression of subtle, simple
serenity. It is tilled Crescent Moon because I
have often wondered wHERE the Coast Salish
desi9n element of crescents comes from.

Since I have the teleological perspective that
the conCENTric circles and ovals of Coast Sal-
ish deSIGN were inspired by rain rippling calm
water, as well as dendrochronological tree
rings, I could only look to nahjre for

answers. Going by the traditional Coast
Salish belief that nature is our teacher, I con-
eluded that the cresCENTs of Coast Salish art
were inspired by the cresCENT of the moon.
From an etymological perspective, I also had
to ask wHERE cresCENTs came from. I con-
eluded that the words conCENTric, ecCEN-
Trie, and cresCENT all share a common root
having to do with the word "center" (one
CENT is round).

So I have concluded that two converging ec-
cenTRICKSTER circles form cresCENTs.

CommuniTIES
2010
Serigraph: Ink on Paper
22"X 22"

U!
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Attachment #4

Lantzville public art piece
Submission #3

Taking Flight: Emergence

This piece will be forged from mild steel and will be a partofmy "Taking Flight" series.
The whoYe piece will be forged from 12g steel (approx. 1/8") and heavy wall pipe. This
m'akes the piece very strong^ durable and flexible. The piece will be approximately 10'
high. The birds will be finished with an exterior clear coat that will require minimal
maintenance and the pipe stmcture will be msted with no fmish (matte finish)

The artwork will be tail and have lots of flow. There will also be some movement in the
uppe7areas. The birds will have various levels of detail. Some will be quite detailed and
^ome will have a lot of detail in the head/shoulder areas and as they emerge out of the
long flowing metal ribbons which will have a feel of wind and movement.
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The piece represents
people's growing
awareness and
consciousness of

global extinction and
warming as they
emerge from a very
industrial material.

The whole piece will
have a pleasant
aesthetic with a lot of
flow and movement.

It will be large enough
to be seen whether the
viewer is on foot, in a
vehicle or even in a
boat close to shore.

This piece will take
approximately 160 hrs
to create and will cost

$16, 500 plus taxes
Delivery and
installation included

-Angellos
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Glares STUDIOS Westcoastarts. corn

About Westcoastarts
Ours is a small craftsman shop. Everything is hand
crafted using many traditional joinery techniques
while using modem tooling. Whether it is a
kitcheiVbatfi, reception desk or a fanciful sculpted
metal railing every piece is made one at a time with
attention to every detail. As well as doing our own
designs, we also work with designers ensuring that we
can work within most budgets.

Metal pieces are hand forged from very base
materials... plate steel, pipe, etc. Most pieces start
from a single sheet of plate steel and are cut out with a
combination of plasma cutter, band saw or grinder.
Pieces are then heated in a forge until they are cherry
red and hammered on anvils until the desired shape is
achieved. Many traditional blacksmithing techniques
are employed.

Each piece is then fitted to each other and welded
together, often working from the inside out. Pieces are
built up until they are roughly the right shape and then
ground to the final shape. Details are carved^in with
grinders, die grinders, sanders and chisels. The patinas
vary but are often achieved with a combination of salt
water, acids and heat.

"Angellos is by far the best artist we ever worked with. Very
professional, on time and on budget. We highly recommend his
work to other clients.

We are looking forward to many other projects with Angellos.'

Andy Koberwitz
West Coast Log Homes
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WestCoastArts

Metal Sculpture Samples:

Sea Turtle: Approx. 20" long, 36" high on maple stand
Part of my collection

Crab: part of kelp railing
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Stingray: currently on display in my studio
Steel on maple burl. Approximately 54" long

Hand rail
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Five Acres
Located at 5th and Brace
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Adrielle- 3rd st public art piece m Nanaimo
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Title: Inside Passage

Re: Lantzville public art piece

This piece is 10' 2" high
Medium: Steel

This piece is called "Inside Passage"
It celebrates the life and beauty of the Georgia Straight.

This piece has been part of the public art programs in Nanaimo, Oak Bay, Castlegar and
Nelson BC

It is currently at my studio and can be installed any time on an existing base.

It will be freshly re-coated with an automotive lacquer prior to mstallation.
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This piece has been heat
treated to provide a dark, rich
colour and has a clear lacquer
finish.

The cost of this piece is
$18,000 plus taxes

Delivery and installation are
included.

-Angellos
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Title: Jelly Fish

Re: Lantzville public art piece

This piece is 5' 5" high by 4' wide
Medium: Steel

This piece is called "Jelly Fish"
It celebrates the life and beauty of the
Georgia Straight.

This piece is a glimpse into the world beneath the ocean's surface'il showsb^oththe
y7and hazards of the ocean. My hope is to inspire people to explore, and respect^

ewryihing'innature. 'There are also a few flying fish incorporated mto Ae Plece'wlnchls
a nod to global wanning as every year we are seeing more warmer water ocean creatures'
transition into our waters as the climate changes.

"Kelp has a high rate of growth and its decay is quite efficient in
yielding methane, as well as sugars that can be converted to ethanol.
it has been proposed that large open-ocean kelp farms could serve as
a source of renewable energy. Unlike some biofaels such ethanol,
kelp energy avoids "food vs food" issues and does not require
irrigation" -wikipedia

-Out of the rocky base, emerge gently flowing kelp. The stylized
kelp plants are drifting with the water, flowing up and around each
other. There are jellyfish being carried along with the ocean's
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currents and through the kelp fronds while flying fish
swim in and amongst them.

Along with a feeling of lightness and motion, the steel
has some movement and flexibility as well. Steel is
often thought of as stiff and unyielding. Jellyfish are
beautiful, graceful and fragile. This, along with most
people's feelings around "stinging" jellyfish provides
conb-ast and tension within the piece.

This sculphire is all hand forged using fairly
traditional blacksmithing techniques. Tools used are
primarily torches, an anvil and a welder

This piece is currently a part of my collection and can
be installed with very little notice.

To be instaUed it will just need to have a few tabs welded on so it can be bolted down to
the ground wherever it is situated. . .
Rh^sbeen sprayed with an outdoor lacquer but will have a fresh coat of automotive
finish sprayed on prior to install.

The cost of this piece for this proposal is $6, 500 plus applicable taxes. This includes
delivery and install on an existing base.

*The value of this piece is $9, 800 plus taxes, delivery and installation ifneeded^^ .
I'v7reducedfh7pnce as it is a public art setting and I'd love to have a piece displayed in
Lantzille.

Thank you,

Angellos
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Attachment #5

Glaros Studios-WestCoast arts Submission #4

Transitions: forged from mild steel and copper

Transformation,
Spring's promise,
Growth and rebirth,
Transitions

Transitions is forged from mild steel and copper using both traditional and modem
blacksmithmg techniques.
The piece symbolizes the life cycle and the transformations that all creatures go
as they evolve and grow.
In many cultures, Dragonflies symbolize courage, strength and happiness. They represent
'transition as they evolve from eggs into water dwelling nymphs and then transform into
flying insects

Glaros Studios-WestCoast Arts
www. westcoastarts. corn

Transitions was apart

of the Nanaimo public
art program and is
currently on display in

^, i Oak Bey in the Arts
Alive program

Transitions is 12'-6

high but could be
modified (made
shorter) if chosen to
suit the space
requirements in it's
new home). It will also
get afresh coat of
automotive finish prior
to installation.

This piece costs
$24, 000 plus taxes.
Delivery and install is
included
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From: Paul Lewis

Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:45 AM
To: Andrew Hutchison

Subject: Paul lewis driftwood sculpture

Good morning Andrew

I would like to submit a concept for a driftwood sculpture for the space that is being
considered. My wife and I took a drive up to Lantzville to get a feel for the community. Right off the
hop we noticed a beautiful bald eagle and once I took a walk through the town center and down to the
beach 2 ideas came to mind. The first idea was for a bald eagle in a nest with a couple of babies. The
nest would be secured to a sturdy base like a broken tree stump which would be cemented into the
ground. The overall cost for this sculpture would be $4500.
I have done quite a few eagles in nests including one that I shipped to Connecticut USA and it was
installed on top of a tree that was growing through the client house that they had cut down 6' above the
roof. The overall time to complete this sculpture would take me 2 weeks to complete. Of coarse I would
be collecting my pieces well in advance and the prep and cement work would be done at the beginning.
I've done alot of sculptures in the community's surrounding Victoria. I recently did the Colwood sign,
Royal Beach sign and a free standing 12' sasquatch for the public to enjoy. My 2nd sculpture idea is of a
standing bear. It would be approximately 6-7' tall this piece would take 3 weeks to complete. Cost for
this project 6500. The frame would be made of treated 6x6 and 4x4 posts that are lag bolted together
and cemented into the ground then the driftwood added to the base to create muscle tone and the look
of hair and fur I've made x 5 ..12' sasquatchs and a life sized Grizzly bear this way. I will attach pictures
of similar projects and sketches. Please feel free to contact me further for more info I am open to
creative suggestionsas well. My email address is birdsofbark mail.com
My phone number is 7785873371.
Thank you cheers Paul Lewis
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Concept No. 1

Concept No. 2
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Paul Lewis

West Coast Artist, Paul Lewis creates beautiful works of
art from driftwood he finds on the beach (Youtube) -
www. outube.com watch?v= w 4dnw-3CM
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Redistributed October 6, 2021 from the ^
September 22, 2021 regular Council

District ofLantzvme

REPORT TO CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Meeting Date: QupLumbor G, nnnrh

SUBJECT: Proposed Revisions to District Social Media PoUcy

PURPOSE

ajurisdictional^ofs^m^apo^a^^^^flocalThis report summarizes

CAttachment #1) for Council consideration

RECOMMENDATION

l. THAT Social Media Policy No. 3000-10 be approved, as amended.

..
Policy No. 3000-10.

COMMITTEE COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
N/A

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPUCATIONS
Alternative

No Action. CThe District retains its 2016
Sociai Media Policy and 2020 Counca
Procedure Bylaw references without any
amendments.)

Iin Ucation

. No specific language around appropriate
content and moderation

. No administrative procedure

. Limited guidelines for elected official
use, other than current language in
Council Procedure B law

BACKGROUND RELEVANT HISTORY
TTxe District has had a Social Media Policy in place since 2016 (Attachment #2).
In addition. Council Procedure Bylaw No. 141, 2020 includes limited s»tdaDce for elected
official use of social media (excerpt Attacnmem v-d).

2020) references to social media.
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District of Lantzvflle _ , _ . . . ".,.., ^_.,. ^,. ^_n-i;-
September 8, 2021, Regular Council Agenda - Proposed Revisic
Page 2 of 4

In March 2021, Horsman Strategies was retained to conduct ajurisdicdonalscan of a
minimum of 5-10 municipal social media policies that were published or updated in the last
fewyears, as weU as to gather any guidelines or best practices for local governments from
independent bodies. Thejurisdirtional scan focused on BC, but also included examples from
Ontmo and Australia. Table l below summarizes the jurisdictions that were reviewed as part
of this analysis:

Jurisdiction Year
Cam bell River 2014
Central Saanich 2016
ComoxValle Re 'onal District 2016
Courtena 2016
Dawson Creek 2017
Elliot Lake, Ontario 2019
Fort St John 2020
Inner West New South Wales Social 2018
Media Policy for Councillors
Australia

Islands Tmst
Lake Coun

Ma Ie Rid e
Nanaimo

Parksville

Penticton
Pitt Meadows
Prince Gear e
S uamish Lillooet Re 'onalDistiict
Trail
Victoria

Waterloo, Ontario
West K-elowna
Your Social Media and You: A Guide
for Elected Council Members in

ueensland Australia
Table i. Jurisdictions reviewed for this report.

The following best practice guidelines were also reviewed:
. Local Government Management Association's (LGMA) Records Management Manual

for Local Governments, Social Media guidelines (2017)
. LGMA Social Media Policy Checklist (2017)
. Toronto Integrity Commissioner Report Regarding Use of Social Media (2016)
. City of Guelph Social Media Guidelines for Elected Officials

ATTACHMENT S

n/a

2011
2016
2019
2012
-2011
2016
2017
2016

Unclear

U dated 2021
U dated 2015

2014
2019

Polic Sco e
Em lo ees
Em lo ees & elected ofificials

Em lo ees
Em lo ees
Em lo ees
Em lo ees & elected officials
Em lo ees

Two sq)arate policies - one for
elected of&cials and one for
em lo ees
Em lo ees & elected officials
Em lo ees & elected ofificials

Em lo ees

Public
Em lo ees
Em lo ees
Elected officials
Em lo ees
Em lo ees & elected officials

Em lo ees
Em lo ees
Em lo ees & elected officials

Em lo ees
Elected officials

1.
2.
3.

Proposed Amended Social Media Policy No. 3000-10
Existing Social Media Policy No. 3000-10 (20i6)
Excerpt'from Council Procedure Bylaw No. 141, 2020, Sections 31 (9)-(ii)
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S^rf^Regu^CouncaAgenda-ProposedRevisionstoDistrictSodalMediaPoHcy
Page 3 of 4

ANALYSIS RATIONALE

Local governments have been using social media as an incr^m^ymPortan^___^ "
^^umcca^ncIt'»]Tr^easta"c^de-TableifflustotesAa^^^^^^
c^^^m^po\^sb^e^20io and 2016, and many of them have not been
substantially updated since then.

Social media policies set theframeworkfor how an o^gamzatio^^^^
mueZ.^Why"^itTmportantforalocalgovemmentt^^^^^
S'isvaTomml oln^f daily Ufe:Aere are risks that come along with its use. A policy can

help protect an organization against risks, including:
. Violation of intellectual property rights;
. Disclosure of private or confidential information;
. Harassment; and
. Defamation.

A review of other organizations' social media policies and best pjacdces suggest that tfae
District's 20l6-Soci^ Media Policy could be strengthened by adding:

i. A disclaimer for District social media pages, stating what content is not allowed on its
, SS^^ndvolunteerboardandcommitteememberuseofsocid

media; _ . . . . , r
Guidelines for elected official use of social media; and ^ ^

^'. A brief procedure for administration of District social media sites.
Social media policies are not one-size-fits-aU. OfAeowr^?typoMe!^we^ none of
A°ecmTe^c^yATsaamrT ^^

;difer7ntiy7somepoUciesare^^^
^S^S^eTpSiS
page and very high-level.

Some social media policies con^n guiddmesf^ele^^ffi^us^o^^
^SnsTSe^lJerteToffia^^^^^^gnSUEiACTTa^TitTt^cifor'iocd7overnm ^ to hold some form of policy that

governs elected official use of social media.
The updated Social Media Policy aims to reflertAe^ay^at^eD^t^^
ATS^a^UabE^manage^and bring together the most common elements
contained in other local government social media policies.

Sd0?^. &NOT7er^man7oft hese ^uestions'addressedby^yofth^p^^^^^
^S^Son^ ̂ /^rl m"^^^
lZJu^n^d^ssedArough7po^
S^Tis^^'^g^^&A^^^^t^^ac^that
sociafmediausecan"presentthe risk of (real or perceived) conflict ot mterest, pnvacy
breaches, and other challenges.

The updated Policy intends to strike a balance be^ee^lmmng^^oA^^^
m?di^a^^S^fle)dbaityin\^use^ employees and
volunteer board and committee members.
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SS^bfrT^RegularCouncaAgenda-Proposed Revisions toDistrictSodalMediaPolicy

Page 4 of 4

Given the updated Policy wUl apply to the personal use of social media by emplo^ees,^
Union h£^ been advised md wfflVe given an opportunity to make commenteto_counclLJ
woidd al7o ensure notification to affected employees prior to the updated Policy taking enect.

If the attached draft does not adequately address any issues, CouncU may also wi^^o^uss
at rfatore^me"eting* developing an amendment to the policy or Code of Conduct!

^chedufe a speciaFcouncU meeting, per the November 23, 2020counc^m°S>n:,
5:00 pm, Monday, Pecemberl4j, 2020^0r

w^e7:a^o7^Cod7o7conduc7and^
2, 2020, be rescheduledto a later date that fs to be determine d.

At the September 8^ Council meeting. Council wUl also be considering amendingme 20^
^SngTcMSe to addTspecialComcil meeting (electronic) at ̂:OOPm^Ptemb,CT^ to
SnsTdS-adoption of a new amendment to the CouncU Procedure^Bylawj
direction if they would like to add this Policy and/or the Code of Conduct to ttiat agenaa.
i. Strate 'c Plan Ob'ectives

N/A

2. Poli Eristin Relevance None

Council Procedure Bylaw No. 141, 2020, Sections 31. (9)-(ll)
Social Media Policy No. 3000-10 (20l6)

3. Resources
The updated policy does not have any immediately quantifiable staffing or budget
mpU^Fons. Depending on howthe District's social'media use evolves ̂ tius Policy is
implemented, staffing or budget implications may <
consideration.

4. Financial Bud etlm Ucations
N/A

5. Sustainabili Im lications
N/A

Prepared by:

c^
Tmdy ^res
Director of Corporate Administration

Date: August 30, 2021

REVIEWED WTTH:

D Corporate Administi-ation
D Financial Services

D Other:

Approved for submission to CouncU:

)-?-. 1^7 .
Ronald Campbell,
Chief Administrative Officer

Date: August 30, 2021

D Fire Rescue

D Planning

D Public Worfes/Engineering
D Solicitor

DRCMP
Committee:

COUNCIL AGENDA INFORMATION:
Meetin e
Re ar
Closed (bi-Camera)

Date
, 2021

enda Item #
(0

T:\?)iSSiCTcS?[AOTZVILLE\Reports to Coundl\202l\202l 09 o8 Social Media Policy.docx
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Attachnieiit #l

3.*.st1?ict of Laiitzvill
DRAFT

September 8, 2021

Policy No. : 3000-10
Date of Implementation: May 25,
Council Resolution: Cl6-loo

Amended: TBD
CouncU Resolution: TBD

Social Media Policy

and volunteer board and committee members.

co-op employees.

board and committee members and employees.

PRIMARY GOALS

ms£SS^unic, tion with the»nunUBity and stakeholdersonDistrictissues. operions,
and services;

: Sê S^e^^^^^^men. be.^den.plo^^

: £ii^Sa,^ofa^^"^P^use^pnv.. o»soc.,

media.

POUCY
GENERAL
i~ "The District uses social media as one way of sharing information.

2-
District.

3. The Corporate Adnunistration Department is responsible for the general oversight of the
District's social media platforms.

4. AB DW^^dm^^^^^S^^^^^br&eastnaaf^ ^nfc^eand^rd iilayAe District's logo and contact information.
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District of Lantzville ^ , _ .. September 8, 2021 DRAFT
Policy No. 3000-10: Social Media Policy

emergencies, or caU 911 for all other emergencies.
6. All District social media sites are required to contain tfae foUowing disclaimer:

' :Wela.me to the Disbddof LantzvUle's [zn^rt^^^^^
iswn^m^ed ̂ FpkasTreportoper^^
SaU^888"826. 827l'for after-hours Public Works emergendes, or (
emergencies.

WhUethis is an openforum, Please keep jour co^ented^^d^p^^
^]iurem^unacStabiecontent, including anything that does not meet these guidemies:

'. ~~We do not aQow graphic, obscene, or racial comments.
. We wffl not tolerate comments tfaat have a harassing tone. ^
'. W^ don^raSwany'comments that are abusive, hateful, or intended to defame

. ^en^taZ^£S or advertisement of any non-govemment organization,

. ^d^tr ̂^romotion of poUtical candidates or any political campaign

. ^do^ot allow photos or videos of people who have not given permission to the
Distinct to post their image.'

7. -Hie District wffl only post photos or videosof identifiable individuals ̂ere permissioii has
been granted and with a signed consent form.

EMPLOYEEAND VOLUNTEER BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEMBER USE
r"Emplo7e es and volunteer board and committee members must adhere to the foUowing

R^pT^^Sa^C&Symg&Har^
Not'discuss the Disteict's confidential orproprietaiy infonnation ^cludln.gmieuedS^

^s^teTl^p^ceeSngra nd'oAer legal i"fo"nation^nanc^^matiCTl;
SSnS^^S^^^S^S^SSL
ZDUisSctuinfom^tionA^ have come mto^

^in/toxl erfai5'thathas not yet been made offidaUy pubUc by the District.

c)

^rfs'paosition"Use phrases suchas "in my pereond opmon" or "personaUy" to

oMnmumrate personal views about District business or services.
1 or disclose personal informaUon wiAm .thecustod^or^

d)Sttfaft^^S^^^CeSb7Ae^ct^^des personal
infonnation of elected officials;other employees c

e) Never identify or comment about other District employees without their consent. Even
poativecommentemaybe inappropriate or unwanted.

f) Not use social media in a manner that wo^d hannAeKs^^^R^e^^^^
the^emrtis a public space. Consider that co-workers, residenteandu;le^ener^1thSDp^prcTai^e^h^obsc^eOT^^^^^^^
^^^ye dto^or^ctyo^eVrespec^^^ truthfuUy and to demonstrate

professionalism.
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District of Lantzvillle^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ September 8, 2021 DRAFT
Policy No. 3000-10: Social Media Policy

' Take responsibility not only for their own social media Post^but^pany^comments made
on'their posts that were reasonably encouraged or welcomed by Uieir posi.

9. Employees administering the District's social media sites must adhere to the Procedures set out
in this Policy.

10. Employees who violate the terms of this PoUcy, including via personal social media use, may be
subject to discipline.

ll. Volunteer board and committee members who violate the terms of this Policy may be subject to
removal from their volunteer appointment.

ELECTED OFFICIAL USE . . , ,.
12. Elected officials must include the foUowing disclaimer on their personal social mecua pages:

"The views, posts, positions or opinions expressed on this page are my own and do not
represent those of the District ofLantzvffle.
Please note that any post that does not foUow these guidelines wffl be removed from my
PaSe:

. I do not allow profanity.

. I do not aUow graphic, obscene, or racial comments.

. I do not allow comments that have a harassing tone.
'. I d^ not Slow any'comments that are abusive^hateful, or intended to defame

anyone or any organization.
. I do not allow promotion of illegal activity.

13. Elected officialswfflregularlymomtortiheirs^ialm^^c^^" mleas^estod^l' wiA^ny messages or posts by others that violate section 12 above.

.lish online content relevant to the Disti-ict in apersonal^capaci^they^wffl
14'^ee£^yu^oT^rTSa7d£c^^^

for themselves and not the District or CouncU as a whole.

Elected officials wUl ensure that their social media content does not indicate that they have
come to a conclusive view on a matter coming betore (.ouncu.

16. Elected officials wffl not engage mback^and-forA commumcatio^^^^^
"' sSdaTmedia'to'av^d&e possibUity of this being consfanied as a meeUng ot Uouncu.

17' ?5£SS3^?55SS^Ze ^L
closed session by a resolution of Council

b) Any information that they would not present in a public forum.
c) Any personal or confidential information regarding any District employees, elected officials

and/or advisory committee members.
d) Any negative statements disparaging staffer calling into question the professional

capabilities of staff.

e) Any confidential business information belonging to the District, including non-public
financial or operational mformation.
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District of Lantzville
^l;cyl 'Nuol. 3°000-'l'0:Social Media Policy Septembers, 2021 DRAFT

Page 4 of 5
18. Elected officials wffl not report on any Council business on Aeir social me^aprofiles^nd^
" ^bsTt^m^Ae'Dis^ctIasrelea^ed formal con^^ councilagenda'adop
St'S ̂o^ncemaits, medTareleases7councU Updates or Community Updates, which
elected officials are then encouraged to share.

19' 5 eS^SvSio^ml5n<^er^ cenfreJEOCLWmm^tio^^x5£t for

oocasionaUythe Mayor when working with the EOC Director and the EOC ]
Information Officer

b) will only share official emergency updates published by the District ofLantzvffle EOC
c1 wll direct public inquiries regarding the emergency to the District of ̂ntodUeofficial

website and social media platfonns to encourage (

tie pubUc to register for Voyent Alert! through rdn.^c.ca vo^en^alertt^
rc^rv ^esZge^tomAeDis^ctofLantzv^ through anapp, text message, voice caU or

emaU for critical events such as floods or wUdfires.

20. Elected officials will not use the District's logo or photos of Municipal Hall on their social media
pages.

21. Elected officials should refer any questions received through their s^ialmedia_pages regarding
" D^rtp^So^op^ationaJ'sendcestodistrict lantzvffle. ca for District employees to

respond.

22. Elected officials who re-post some&ing written by someone else should first ensu re that they

PoUcy and is not profane, harassing, abusive or defamatory.

23. Elected officials may promote the District's social media posts by liking and sharing content
from the District's social media platforms.

^. HectedofBcials. aTenottopostoruseDisridsocidme^^fom^^s^^

municipal election campaigns.

25. Elected officials shall not use social media for campaigning on District technology or devices.
26. The District may request that an elected official edit, reteact, or delete certain^posts or content" 

onl AeSlsod^media7ites-tfitTsnecessaiy to ensure compliance with applicable laws^ or to

^o^damagetothe~Kstnct's reputation;or the District's relationships with suppliers,
confa-actors or customers.

27. If an elected official violates this Policy, the matter will be brought forward to CouncU at the
Closed portion of a CouncU meeting for review.
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District of Lantzville September 8, 2021 DRAFT
policy No. 3000-10: Social Media Policy
Page 5 of 5

DISTRICT SOCIAL MEDIA PROCEDURE

L

user identifications and passwords.

2. The Coiporate Administration Department handles the day-to-day management of the

rs^s5^s^^°^-dwd
?) ?51^^SStaaS^e^. s^n^deHnes.

-

media and expectations for administrators.

empToyeewth^access to District social media sites.

5- S^^S^ct^^^ng'DMcTsodaTmrfaaccountsare
?es?onsible for ensuring compUance with FOIPPA.

RESPONSIBILITY

DISTRIBUTION

All Council members, employees and volunteer committee and board members.

T.DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLBPolic, es\DRAFT Polides^oundl Social Media Policies\DRAFT Social Media Policy No.
3000-10 - September 8 2021 .docx
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Attachinent #2

Incorporated June 2003

Policy No. : 3000-10
Date of Implementation: May 25, 2016
Council Resolution: C16-100

Social Media Policy

PURPOSE

The District ofLantzville social media policy establishes and outlines the principles of use for the
Distnct'when engaging and posting on the District's social media accounts.

poucy

The District uses online social media accowits CTwitter, YouTube) and websiteto ̂ nmumicate
D^ctDSiv^goal7an7o^^^^ with the community and various stakeholder groups.

The goal of the District's social media accounts to infonn Ae cocmum^abou^Di^^^
ha^iags ^d^ents'and provide additional pla^^
313aua^ouatsuarenS intended to be used fwpoKtical forums or mfonnation outside the

District's intent.

PRIMARY GOALS

. Increase awareness of municipal services and events such as pubUc notices, upcoming Capital
Projects, D'isirict sponsored events, and other mumcipally involved events.

. Link the reader to farther mformatian on the District's website through simple, engaging
messages.

. Disseminate time-sensitive mformation quickJy.

. Provide additional means to gather community comments and perceptions regarding the
District and its initiatives.

. Develop tmst and opportunities to build stronger relationships with community members.
Correct misinformation, remedy niistakes, or alter services.

. Utilize social media as an additional way to coUaboratewlfa the pubUc and other
municipalities on mutually beneficial programs and initiatives.

. Provide support to Council's Strategic Priorities Item: Communication, Engagement. and
Transparency.
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District ofLantzville
policy No. 3000-10: Social Media Policy
Page 2 of 3

. ' - Tlis policy applies to .ocial mdiause for ofBcial and .uftorized District pmposes.
:

conducted on personal equipment. ^_ _^

.

. ^^^^^s^^^^s^^
SS^^£^^^^s^m^s
Chief AAninistrative Officer or designate(s).

.

RESPONSIBILITY

^'s^^^S^SSS^^^SSTei^Z^S^^^^^^^

SSS^~S£:SX-^.^^SS:SSS^
posting.

are accurate, consistent and professional.

mm3r ^Aefr;°a:Tinm^ss^S^^^^^
rest ful and profes^^^d^cc^^^^^^^^
^^r^^^^^^^^m:y^ms;^'
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District ofLantzvilIe
Policy No. 3000-10: Social Media Policy
Page 3 of 3

GUIDESG PRmCIPLES OF APPROPRIATE USE

The District's social media foUowers and engagers must abide by the following principles of
> removal. The District ofLantzville reserves the ri^it to remove

pStedoDlme"content, ycomments or links which contain any of the foUowing from the District's
social networking sites: ^ ^ ". ".,....
. Comments'not relevant to the particular posting by the Chief Admmistrative Officer or

designate(s);

Slanderous or derogatory remarks, obscenities, profane language or sexual content;
Content that endorses, promotes, or perpetuates discrimination onthe basis of race, creed,
colour, age, reUgion, gender, marital status, status with regard to pubUc assistance, national
origin, physical or mental disability or sexual orientation;
Promotion of commercial services or products other than sponsors, affiliations, or business
partnerships;

. Promotion of political candidates;

. Promotion of illegal activity;

. Spam or irrelevant external links;
Infonnation that may compromise the safety or security of the public or public systems;

. Content that violates a legal ownership interest of any other party.

AVAILABILITY _
The District updates and monitors social media accounts during regular office hours. As customer
ser/ice'isa pnfority, every attempt wiU be made to respond to all inquines via social media m a
timely'maimer during office hours; however, the usual ways of contactingthe Distnct forof&clal
coirespondence is encouraged. The District assumes no responsibility for delay in respondmg to
comments and concerns, or lack of service due to site related downtime or issues.

RECORDS

All District ofLantzvme social networking sites shall adhere to appUcable Provincial, Federal and
locaTlaws", regulations and policies includmg all Information Technology and Records Management
policies and other applicable Disfa-ict ofLantzville policies.
The Freedom of Information & Protection of Privacy Act appUes to social media content and
therefore content must be able to be managed, stored and retrieved to comply with the Act.
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District ofLantzville Council Procedure Bylaw N0.141, 2020^
^oW^hr'Co^e^mce (As at December 9, 2020) to Amendment Bylaw No. 252, 2020 AliaCi
Page 20 of 27

31. COMMUNICATING ON BEHALF OF COUNCIL

(i) A member must not claim to speak on behalf of Council unless authorized to do so.
Unless CouncU directs otherwise, the Mayor is CouncU's official spokesperson and, in the
^enceo7Ae"Mayor,-it is Ae Acting Mayor. All inquiries from the media regarding the
official CouncU position on an issue shaU be referred to CouncU's official spokesperson.

A member who is authorized to act as Council's official spokesperson must ensure thatAeir
comments accurately'reflect the official position and wiU of Council as a whole, even if the
member personally disagrees with Council's position.

(4) No member shall make a statement

(a) when they know that statement is false, or

(b) with the intent to mislead Council or members of the public.

(5) Member communication includes aU forms of communication including written, verbal and
social media.

Members shall accurately communicate the decisions of Council, even ifAey disagree with
Council's decision, such that respect for the decision-making processes ot uouncu is
fostered.

(Bylaw No. 252, 2020)

(7) Council members have tfae right to spea]< publicly and explain their position and agreement^
^disagreement witii the overall Council decision, but must not demean, criticize, dispute or
disrespect the decision of CouncU.

(8) Members must not puiport to speak on behalf of the District or CouncU unless expressly
authorized to do so.

Members wffl use caution in reporting Council's decision-making by way of the social media
profiles and websites before the Dista-ict has released any formal communication.
When speaJdng for themselves as individual members on social media or to the media,̂  a
me'ml>e?wilTinD dude«inmy opinion" or use a similar disclaimer to_ensure it is expressly

cTea'rthat they are speaking for themselves and not the District or Council as a whole.

(ii) Members wiU refrain from using or permitdng the use of their social media accounts for the
purposes that include:

(a) defamatory remarks, obscenities, profaue language or sexual content;

(b) negative statements disparaging staffer calling into question the professional
capabilities of staff;
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^^^SS'^SSK:^^^^^. ^.^
Page 21 of 27

rd content tfiat endorses, promotes or perpetuates discrimination or mistreatment on the
Ws'rfr^e, rc]igionOT belief, age, gender, marital status, national origin, physical or
mental disabUity or sexual orientation;

(d) statements that indicate a closed mind m relation to a matter that is to be the
subject of a statutory or other public hearing; or

(e) promotion of illegal activity.

32. CLOSING DEBATE

(i) Debate shaU be closed by the presiding member when in Ae presiding member's opinion
there has been a reasonable amount of debate.

33. MOTIONS GENERALLY

(i) The Council may debate and vote on a motion only if it is first moved by one CouncU member
and then seconded by another.

A motion that deals with a matter that is not on the agenda shall be considered out of order.
After a motion is moved and seconded, it shall be deemed to be in possession of the Couna^
b^maybewithdrawn at any time, before decision or amendment, with unanimous consent
of Council.

(4) When the presiding member is of the opinion thatAere hasbeensuffi^^
^^e^o^^er, ^ presiding member may ^Aequ_e_sti<mln ^^^^^
^nica Ssp^eak to A7questTon nor shall any other motion be entertained except those of

subsection (6) until the results of the vote have been declared.

No member shall speak on any question for longer Aan five (5) minutesormaysPeak in rePly
for longer Aan'three (3) minutes, and for a maximum speaking time of 10 minutes.

(6) A member may make only the foUowing motions which take precedence when the Council is
considering a question:

(a) to refer;

(b) to amend;

(c) to postpone (indefinitely or to a specific time);

(d) to adjourn.

(2)

(3)

(7) A motion made under subsections (6)(c) and (6)(d) is not amendable or debataUe^withAe
^eptiuonAaTamotionto-pos^
^ns"for"postponement;and^ amendable only to change the time to which the main
motion is to be postponed.
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The Samara Centre is grateful for the support and collaboration of the
Walrus Foundation. Throughout the election period, the Walrus will

host an in-depth, non-partisan examination of the state of Canada's
democracy, in print and on its website at hewalrus ca/democrac .
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Social media is one of our most important public spaces, a place where Canadians

come to talk politics. It offers the potential to have bigger, freer, more open conver-

sations. With its ability to allow people to engage and connect, to express ideas and
inform each other, social media can be a powerful tool to improve our democracy

But something has gone wrong.

Less civil
50%

41%

Canadians

say political
conversations

online are angrier

(48%) and less civil

(50%) than offline

political discussion

Nearly half (47%)
of Canadian social

media users say

they stay out of
political discussions
out of fear of being

criticized

More Canadian

social media users

say they do not
feel safe sharing

political views
online (41%) than

do (31%)

We need space to disagree with passion. But online incivility has negative consequences
for our democracy. It causes people to disengage. It hurts equity in politics. It exacerbates
polarization. It makes us more vulnerable to malicious actors trying to sow division and
confusion.

The Samara Centre's Field Guide to Online Political Conversations
<4
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Canadians can help make these online conversations more constructive and more civil.
Drawing from research on social psychology and social media behaviour, this report outlines
seven techniques for better political conversations online:

Lead by example: Being civil can
cause others in a conversation to

follow your lead.

Police yos^r own side: Calling out
incivility is most effective when

you're addressing someone on the same
political team.

Practice slow politics: Small

changes in the way you use techno-
logy can reduce the likelihood of using
social media on the go, cutting down on

thoughtless and aggressive exchanges.

Get in to the weeds: Inviting peo-

pie to provide detailed explanations
of what political choices they support, and

doing so yourself, can reduce polarization.

Reframey®ur language: Thinking
about the moral foundations of an

argument, and reflecting those foundations
in your own language, can reduce the
psychological distance between you and
the person you're having a discussion with.

Remind us what we share: Priming

someone to consider the identities

that unite us (like civic identity) rather than
the identities that divide us (like party

affiliations) can reduce polarization.

Spot a bofc Recognize fake
accounts, and don't give them

what they want-attention.

^

Civility in political discourse is a contested idea. While many see the importance of civility in a
democracy, some argue that complaints about incivility can be used to censor or drown out critical
voices. It's'also easy to see civility as a quaint and secondary concern, given the high stakes of the
political issues being discussed.

Getting to an absolute definition of civility is impossible. It's always situation-specific, and it will
always be contested. And there are limits to civility in a democracy. In this report. civility refers
simply to demonstrating to fellow citizens the level of respect and courtesy that make substantive
and'constructive democratic conversations possible. Civility does not exclude passion, anger, or
deep disagreement.
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Social media is used by approximately nine out of 1 0 online Canadians and may be the
most influential public space in our society. It's a place where politicians come to speak to
citizens, from the furious early morning dispatches of an American president, to the more
mundane photo ops of Canadian politicians. It's where citizens speak directly to their lead-
ers, in a free, direct, and unmediated way. Critically, it's also where we as citizens talk to
each other about the major issues we face. In a country as geographically vast as Canada,
social media facilitates direct personal exchanges that otherwise would not be possible.

Theoretically, that is an amazing thing for our democracy. While we're told to keep reli-
gion and politics away from the dinner table, the reality is that political conversations are
democracy's lifeblood. But in practice, something has gone wrong. We behave differently
on social media. Political conversations on social media are often angrier than what we
witness offline. Harassment and extremism thrive on social media. Earlier this year, the

prime minister described it as "the wild west."1

Social media is "real life," in the sense that its problems are not contained to its platforms.
The aggressive nature of online political conversations can turn people off politics and
worse, even cause mental anguish. 2 Social media can skew our perception of what
Canadians really think and feet, particularly when it's used by journalists or politicians as a
representation of public opinion-which it isn't. 3 And there's a risk of falling into a vicious
cycle: people uncomfortable with the incivility of social media opt out, leaving behind a
space that is increasingly governed by trolls and attention-seekers. creating an ever-more
skewed image of society. As a result, social media can become both a polarizing and
demobilizing force, and a resource for opportunistic politicians to foment anger.

At the Samara Centre for Democracy, we conduct biennial surveys on how Canadians
participate in politics. In 2019 we noticed something strange. Compared to past years,
Canadians were discussing politics more than ever face-to-face and over the phone. More
Canadians were reaching out to politicians, and more said they were interested in politics.
Yet the number of Canadians discussing politics on social media dropped slightly. This
shows there's a real chance of us losing out on the potential of using social media for free

and open political conversations that strengthen democracy.

The Samara Centre's Field Guide to Online Political Conversations <6
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There's been a lot of talk about what governments and social media platforms should do.
But with a national election here, we at the Samara Centre turned our attention to citizens
themselves. This report brings together insights from the study of difficult conversa-
tions and the study of social media to examine what's going wrong, why it matters, what
government action we should expect, and how citizens can change the nature of online
political conversations.

)'£

According to Canadian social media users, online political conversations tend to be angrier, less
civil, and (for some) less informative than offline conversations. Canadians also perceive a growing
incivility problem in Canadian politics: nearly half (47%) of Canadians think politics is becoming
less civil, compared to just 1 2% who think it's becoming more civil.

Compared with omine, are the political conversations you see on social media more or less.,
i

I

i
0

More

About the same

Less

More

About the same

Less

More

About the same

Less

36%

48 % -'

0% 10% 20% 30%

50% ^

! !
40% 50% 60%

In your opinion, is Canadian politics becoming.

More civil

(i.e. polite,
respectfuU

Staying basically the same

7%
Less civil

9%

Don't
kno\w/No

opinion

samaracanada.com
<7
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For the sake of our democracy, we need to start having better
oni line potitica I conversations

Many agree that political conversations on social media are ruder, angrier, and less civil
online than in person. But is that necessarily a problem? The openness and freedom of
social media is what made it so appealing and suggested its democratic potential in the
first place. Is incivility simply the price we pay for free, open communication? Social media
is characterized by raw emotion, but political conversations should reflect passion. And if
people don't like it, can't they just log off or ignore the people and perspectives they don't
like? As one Canadian Member of Parliament put it recently: "the block button
exists for a reason. "4

But incivility in online politics has real costs for our democracy:

It causes some people to give up on politics-chasing them out of the digital
public square, and potentially out of political participation altogether. Incivility itself

can actually produce engagement, because the fired-up people keep engaging, 5 but people
with lower tolerance for rudeness and anger will simply log off.6 Worse, some people
become less likely to participate in offline political conversations because of what they
see on social media.7

it hurts equity in politics, as not everyone is equally targeted with incivility.
In fact, some groups who are already underrepresented in politics experience

worse incivility. A study of over two million tweets at politicians found that high-profile
female politicians attract more incivility than high-profile male politicians, for example.8

Ef's making poSarization worse. Polarization refers to when people cluster around
extreme positions on opposite ends of the spectrum, or when people develop

increasingly more negative attitudes toward people supporting other parties. It's
essential that political differences are explored and represented in a democracy, but
polarization erodes the basis for collective decision-making. and can be a major force
in the breakdown of democracy. 9 Polarization comes from many places, including the

In a 2019 survey
of people in 54
countries, Canadi-
ans were tied for

most likely to say
social media has a

negative impact
on democracy in
their country: 43%
of Canadians think

it has a negative

impact, while 38%
think it has a

positive impact. 10

The Samara Centre's Field Guide to Online Political Conversations <8
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behaviour of politicians, and traditional media, but there's evidence that we can become
more polarized simply by being exposed to uncivil political comments on social media. 11
Incivility also erodes trust-in each other, our leaders, our 5 institutions, and media. 12
It makes us less likely to believe in the value of public debate and deliberation. 13

It makes us more vulnerable to malicious actors online, including foreign actors
who are trying to undermine our democracy. Online incivility is closely related to the

growing problem of foreign interference by authoritarian states. They employ bot armies
to manufacture anger and hatred. and take advantage of polarization to generate more
outrage and further poison the information environment. For example, foreign actors
have used thousands of troll accounts to try to inflame already ennotional social media
debates around pipelines and immigration policies in Canada. 14

Twice as many Canadians agree (41%) than disagree (20%) that online political conversations make
them feel "angry and discouraged. " Fully 47% of Canadian social media users say they stay out of
political discussions for fear of criticism. And more Canadians say they do not feel safe sharing ^
political views online (41 %) than do (31 %). 0-here is a gender divide as well-36% of men fee! safe
sharing their views, compared with 24% of women. ) Political discussion online therefore misses
out on the voices of many-even among those who are social media users.

The political conversations I see online make me feel angry and discouraged

10% 31% 5%
I usually stay out of online political conversations because I'm worried I will get criticized

18% 29%

I feel safe sharing my political views on social media

21%

Strongly Agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

samaracanada. com
<9
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^(/e're not buiafor political arguments in the fi^^

First things first: the difficult nature of political conversations is not all the fault of social
media. Decades of research in political science, psychology, and economics finds that
even in the best of circumstances, we're bad at disagreeing about politics. 15 It's not our
fault. We're hardwired this way.

It may be that we've actually evolved to behave like this.16 Groups are essential to our identity
and wellbeing. If the group is based around ideas, like an ideological group or political party
(in theory) is, then information which challenges those ideas is actually a threat to our group,
and therefore to ourselves. Brain imaging suggests that the parts of our brain associated
with our personal identities and perceptions of threat start firing when we're confronted with
arguments that go against our political beliefs. 17 In fact, we start to feel threatened as soon
as a divisive topic comes up. Just the mention of a contentious issue causes us to perceive a
threat in other peoples' faces. 18

We like to imagine ourselves as rational truth-seekers, exchanging facts and arguments,
evaluating new information as it comes to make the best possible decisions. But this is
not how humans operate. We suffer from a tendency towards "confirmation bias": we
uncritically grab at information that confirms what we already believe, and we find reasons
to reject information that doesn't. 19 We refuse to even acknowledge a problem exists, if we
think that acknowledging it will lead us to a political solution we won't like (this is called
"solution aversion'). 20 We hate hearing from the other side. plain and simple. In fact,
experiments have found that people will actually give up the chance of earning money
in order to avoid reading political arguments they disagree with. 21

We also often just speak past each other. People from different ideological camps use
different language, which come from different moral values. 22 So when you think you're
sounding really persuasive, your political opponent just hears hateful noise.

The result is that online or offline, there's some stuff that we just can't argue about well.

Spotting Humacr
Obstacles to
Good Political
Conversations

Identity: We treat
political ideas and
allegiances as
who we are, rather
than what we

think.

Confirmation

Bias: We only
like information

that matches or

supports what we
already believe.

Solution Aversion:
We reject informa-
tion if we don't like

its implications.

Anxiety and Fear
Just the mention

of a divisive topic
makes us feel

threatened.

The Samara Centre's Field Guide to Online Political Conversations
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We asked Canadian social media users which topics they're most uncomfortable discussing
with someone who disagrees. In general. Canadians are pretty game for political disagreement.
But a few issues stood out as being particular conversation-stoppers. More than one in five
Canadians are uncomfortable disagreeing about abortion, immigration and multiculturalism,
sexual harassment, and Indigenous issues.

Percentage of Canadians who are uncomfortable discussing
topic with someone who disagrees

Abortion

Immigration and multiculturalism

Sexual harassment and/orthe #MeToo movement

Indigenous issues

Gun control

Wages, income, and inequality

Scandals and corruption

Foreign policy and global affairs

Pipelines and the oil Industry

Government spending

Climate change and the environment

Social programs, health, and education

Regional issues

20% 25% 30% 35%
0%

I
5% 10% 15%

samaracanada.com
<n
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It's hard to disagree civiLLy and constryctively in persQn, and
soclaL media exchanges make it that much harder. There's
no single reason for that, bytthere are a number of things
fhathelp explain why pQ liticaLcQnversations ontineare so

yylnerableto going off the rails.

The platforms are designed to make us feel big emotions

Understanding emotional amplification is important to understanding the nature of social
media, and the "attention economy" that it operates in. The idea of an attention economy
can be summarized this way: while information is almost limitless in the internet age,
attention is a scarce resource. We can only pay attention to so much, so platforms are
built to fiercely compete for our attention-notjust by providing interesting or useful
information, but by using tools to manipulate our attention. Provoking strong emotional
responses is a great way to keep our attention.

Online content that produces strong emotions-either negative or positive-is more likely
to "go viral."23 Awe, anger, and anxiety are some of the most potent emotions for spreading
content across the internet quickly. 24 Emotion is also contagious. Facebook conducted a
highly controversial study in which nearly 700, 000 users unwittingly had their feeds ma-
nipulated. The study found that users shown more negative or positive emotional content
expressed more negative or positive emotions themselves. 25

So emotional content gets more attention. Attention of any kind is good for the bottom
line of a platform like Facebook, which sells advertising, so content that attracts attention
and "engagement" (like comments and likes) is amplified-ending up in front of more of
us. And we're vulnerable to feeling some of the emotion we see displayed. This is an
environment in which anger can spread quickly and infect broadly.

Heavy social media days also tend to be less happy days, research suggests. It may not
be true, as is sometimes feared, that social media use replaces more positive activities,

The Samara Centre's Field Guide to Online Political Conversations
-<12
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like spending time with friends and family. Research has found that it tends to replace other
activities we don't like, like cleaning and working-but whether cleaning or tweeting we
tend not to be our happiest selves. 26

Talking to a screen is just different

Having our conversations mediated by a computer changes the way we talk to each other.
Early in the social media era, anonymity was a big concern. The worry was that if we didn't
have to identify ourselves and be accountable for our comments, we would be nastier. There
is some experimental evidence that, for example, anonymous comment boards do produce
more incivility than comment boards that do not permit anonymity27 Believing yourself to

be anonymous has also been associated with more cyberbuttying. 28 Some platforms, like
Twitter and Reddit. still permit anonymous users, while others, like Facebook, do not (and
there's ongoing debate about whether anonymity online can be valuable). 29

There are other ways that social media conversations are different. We can't read the social
cues of the people we're talking to (which is why it's appealing to deliver bad news over
email). 30 Our exchanges are brief, and that seems to have an effect on civility. For example,
a study found that tweets directed at politicians immediately became slightly more civil
after Twitter increased the word limit on tweets. 31 Also. people are "meaner on mobile"-
we're more uncivil when we use social media on our phones rather than at a computer. 32

These may be contributing factors to a bigger phenomenon-sometimes called the "online
disinhibition effect"33-where we compartmentalize our online and offline selves. And even
when we make our identities public, we aren't accountable to the people we talk with on
social media, who we might never meet in person, or have to coexist with in the neighbour-
hood or workplace or playground. The result is that we say things on the internet that we
would never say in person.

Spotting Social
Media Obstacles
to Good Political

Conversations

Emotional

amplification:
Platforms amplify
and spread strong
emotions like

anger.

Anonymity Hiding
who we are can

make us more

likely to act in
ways we wouldn't
if we felt personal-
ly accountable.

Absent cues:
We don't have

to face the

human responses

of the people
we're talking to.

Haste: We send
messages that
are poorly thought
out.

Online Disinhibi-
tion: We treat our

online and offline
selves as different

people.
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Canadian social media users agree that online political conversations tend to be less civil and
angrier. And we don't like it. But we're quick to absolve ourselves of blame: just 7% of Canadians
disagree with the statement "if I discuss politics online, I always do so respectfully. " This odd pairing
of the perception of widespread incivility with a near-universal belief that we aren't participating
in it could reflect the poisonous effect that a small number of bots and trolls can have on the
online public square. Or it could suggest a lack of self-awareness of the ways that the social
media environment draws out behaviour from us that we don't identify with.

If I discuss politics online, I always do so respectfully

24%

Strongly Agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

"Trench warfare"

The social structure of social media also makes it ripe for angry exchanges. Much of the
public conversation has focused on "filter bubbles" and "echo chambers. " The idea is that we
are becoming more polarized because. first, the internet makes it easier to seek out only the
news and opinions that conform to our existing political opinions. And then algorithms-the
secret, automatic rules that affect (among other things) what content we see-do the rest,
filtering content to us that the platforms knows we'll like, so that we become increasingly
cut off from the world beyond our political bubble.

But the social media echo chamber may be more myth than reality. Evidence is starting to
accumulate that social media exposes us to a wider variety of news sources and views than
is often thought. 34 We do live in partial echo chambers, and some of us are highly motivated
to cultivate our bubbles on social media. But that has as much to do with our offline lives and
preferences-including forces like ideological, 35 geographic, and socio-economic sorting in
society, and niche cable TV news-as it does with social media platforms. In fact, being on
social media may actually expose us to different views more often than would otherwise be
the case.
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"Trench warfare" has been proposed as a different way of conceptualizing the world of online
debates. 36 Basically, social media allows us to exist partially in echo chambers with people
who share our views, which strengthens our views. But unlike offline life, we're also coming in
contact in brief, superficial ways with strongly contradicting views-which also makes more
entrenched in our own views. 37 This results in polarization.

a.^*

Most Canadian social media users reject the notion that they're stuck in an online echo chamber.
just 17% say that most of the political opinions they see online reflect their own views. But when we
asked Canadians about their offline networks earlier this year. significantly more saw themselves as

i bubble. This finding reflects recent research, which suggests that we've overblown the onlinein a

bubble issue.

Most of the opinions I
see on Isocial media]
reftectmyviewson

government and politics

Some of the opinions
I see on [social media]

reflect my views.
but many don't

Most of my close friends
share my views on
government and

politics

Some of my close
friends share

my views, but
many don't

/

17%
agree

59%
agree

33%_
agree

/ 36%
agree

/

Source: Samara Social Media and Politics Survey 2019 Source: Samara Citizens'Survey 2019
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From trolls to bots

Political conflict on social media also exists simply because some people-or the organiza-
tions they work for-want it that way. There's a spectrum of kinds of people who deliberately
contribute to polarization and incivility online. At the more moderate end are people who are
simply less bothered than most people by incivility, 38 and happy to inject some rudeness into
their exchanges on social media which wouldn't be tolerated anywhere else. Further along
the spectrum are true "trolls": people whose primary goal online is simply to make others
angry or upset. According to psychological researchers, online trolls tend to hold certain
personality traits, like a tendency toward sadism-quite simply taking pleasure in making
other people suffer. 39

So some people are uncivil because it doesn't bother them, and some are uncivil for the sake
of being uncivil.

There are also some bad actors who contribute to online incivility with other goals in mind.
Sometimes those goals are commercial. such as for people who are trying to draw clicks to
fabricated news sites. Sometimes the goats are political. A key strategy of foreign enemies
of our liberal democracy is to take advantage of, and exacerbate, online incivility. Russian
information campaigns in the United States and Europe have used "bots'-fake social media
accounts that are either fully automated or partially controlled by a person-to generate or
boost emotional messages on both sides of a controversial issue. 40

It's not clear how effective it's been, but it's happening in Canada too. An analysis by CBC
News of now-deleted bot accounts controlled by the Russian Internet Research Agency
found that these bots focused on Canadian issues like Syrian refugees and the pipeline
debate. 41 While the problem of "fake news" commands enormous attention right now, recent
examinations of foreign interference campaigns have found that actual fake news makes up
just a small amount of online activity. More common are attempts at the subtler, insidious
poisoning of the digital public sphere by making use of existing polarization, and making it
worse.

To be clear, bots can be directed toward positive, negative, and neutral ends. But part of the
problem with bots is the way they can use questionable social media analytics to create a
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false impression about how popular, widespread, or influential an argument is. When we as
social media users uncritically rely on things like likes and retweets, or over-rely on social
media platforms that put us in the hands of algorithms which affect the content we find but
rely on questionable inputs, 42 we become more vulnerable to manipulation by bots.

^

In most basic terms, bots are fake social media accounts. Some bots are entirely automated. Others
are partially controlled by real people, but still use automation to generate more activity than the human
user could (technically a "cyborg").

In a political context, bots are used for a variety of purposes, both good and bad. According to Canadian
communications researchers Elizabeth Dubois and Fenwick McKelvey, 43 these purposes include:

. .

Dampeners: Bots

used to suppress

certain voices or

messages (for

example, by aggres-

sively commenting

negatively on a post).

Amplifiers: Bots used

to broadcast more

widely certain voices

or messages (for

example by retweet-

ing constantly).

Transparency bots:

Used to generate

useful information

and hold govern-

ments accountable

(for example, by
automatically tweet-

ing out the results of
Access to Informa-

tion requests).

Servant bots: Used to

automate certain

simple tasks for

political actors like

politicians or

journalists (for

example, automati-

cally deleting posts

on a politician's

Facebook page that

include abusive

language).
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There are real risks to a culture of uncivil and counterproductive online political conversa-
tions. The causes of this culture are many, and complicated to address. But while these
problems are well-known, too little attention has been paid to solutions-particularly public
solutions to what are now public problems.

This report will now provide a brief overview of how governments are increasingly becom-
ing involved in overseeing the digital public sphere, before turning to some approaches
that citizens can themselves adopt in order to have better political conversations online.

cyc^^nti^

Much of the optimism about social media has disappeared-but it can make democratic
opportunities available that wouldn't otherwise exist. Canadians are still somewhat more likely
to agree than disagree that social media can be used to hold politicians accountable, and to
explore new perspectives.

Social media helps me to hold politicians accountable for their views and actions.

8% 10%

Social media has exposed me to new ideas and perspectives, and led me to change
my mind about some things.

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree
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Where we're headed: Platform gQvernance

For the first decade of the social media era, little attention was paid to the role of public
authorities to oversee, regulate, and manage the digital public sphere. Important decisions-
like what content crossed a line, and when users should be excluded-were left to the social
media platforms themselves. Those days may be coming to an end. Mega political events,
like the Cambridge Analytics scandal, generated enormous public anger and brought atten-
tion to unaddressed problems. Most governments are now somewhere along the road to
social media regulation, though these initiatives vary in their strength and effectiveness. Even
Facebook's founder Mark Zuckerberg has publicly conceded that there should be new rules
imposed in law. 44

There's lots of heat, and not enough light. What does it all mean for online political conversa-
tions?

What's a platform?

A platform, in this sense, is an online app or service which is powered by data.45 Facebook,
Google Search, YouTube, and Twitter are all examples. Platforms are the places where users
can have online political conversations.

What's platform governance?
Platforms themselves govern what goes on in their sites. For example, platforms do
content moderation-deciding if material is offensive or violates terms of service and
must be removed, and occasionally banning users for their behaviour. Platforms are also
governed by law. For example, social media platforms see some oversight from privacy
authorities, who examine whether the platforms are sufficiently protecting users' data;
anti-trust authorities, who look at whether the platforms are acting like monopolies; and
other corporate regulators. Peoples' and organizations' behaviour on social media
platforms is also governed through law. For example, digital political advertising falls
under the spending limits and transparency requirements of the Canada Elections Act.

But there is an increasingly widespread view that governments have left social media plat-
forms alone to govern themselves to too great of a degree. Trends around the democratic
world suggest that a new era of public platform governance is coming, or is already here.
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But while lots of ink has been spilled arguing for more regulation of social media, there
are a series of tricky remaining questions. For example:
-> Most importantly, how do governments reduce harmful behaviour without interfering

with free political expression?
^ How should we treat social media platforms in the law? For example, should they

be treated like publishers or media companies, responsible for their content in the
same way?

-> Do we need new laws to deal with problems on social media, or new ways to enforce
existing laws (such as laws concerning harassment and hate speech)?

-> How can algorithms be brought to public control or scrutiny?

Perhaps because of the unanswered questions, despite seeing danger in the platforms,
Canadians are somewhat hesitant about social media regulation. The 54-country study
that found Canadians are most likely to see social media as damaging to democracy also
found that only 40% of Canadians want more regulation of content shared on social
media-placing us, at 29th out of 54, in the middle of the pack. 46

^j?3KG)i4lli).*

 

The federal government is likely to act on platform governance in the near future. But regulating
social media must be done carefully, with effort put towards building consensus. The Government
should consider following the lead of the Standing Committee on Access to Information. Privacy
and Ethics-an Opposition-chaired Parliamentary committee which has begun to study issues of
data. privacy, social media regulation, and democracy, and delivered a unanimous report on these
topics in December 2018. In taking up these issues again, the committee could consider sponsoring
a citizens' assembly-a group of randomly selected Canadians given the opportunity to meet
regularly, learn about the topics, discuss them, and finally make recommendations. Committees
in other Westminster Parliaments have begun to use citizens' assemblies to help them tackle
wicked problems that need shared, democratically legitimate, cross-partisan solutions. 47

With more questions than answers, and high stakes, Canadians should focus on getting the process
right. The Samara Centre believes that a functional multi-party committee, with support from a
citizens' assembly, could be a more credible vehicle for making decisions about the critical trade-
offs than a government would be.
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With all the attention on what social media platforms and governments should do about
the state of online political conversations, little attention has been paid to what citizens
can do. Are there steps that citizens themselves can take to have better political
conversations, despite the obstacles?

Our answer is a tentative yes. We offer seven rules for more constructive online conversa-
tions, based on the existing research. This is a brand-new area, and all of these techniques
should be tested against new research.

Lead by example
Being civii can cause others in a conversation to follow your i

The first rule is as simple as it gets. Research shows that rudeness is contagious.48 So is
civility. For example, an experiment asked people to read a news article on a controversial
issue (gun control), followed by a comment thread. 49 The participants were randomly as-
signedto a thread containing civil or uncivil debate. Sure enough, people reading the civil
co'mments were more tikety to make civil comments of their own. Happily, they were also
more likely to stay on topic. and offer new perspectives-showing how civility makes for
more useful and constructive political conversations, not just nicer ones.

In the real world, you don't have control over how civil a conversation is overall. You're
working against the challenge of trolls, and the incivility they can bring out in others.
But there is hope that targeted acts of unilateral civility will attract more civility from
others (along with more relevant, interesting comments).
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Does it help to call out bad behaviour? The answer is complicated. The experiment
described above found that talking about the ugly state of the comment thread did not
necessarily produce more civility. But elsewhere it has been found effective. The key is
who is doing the calling out. Kevin Munger at New York University discovered this by build-
ing civility bots-fake Twitter accounts disguised as real people-to tweet at social media
trolls and encourage them to change their behaviour. He then watched their public social
media behaviour afterward to see if the criticism had any effect.

He started by directing bots at people who had used serious anti-Black slurs on Twitter.
varying the identity of the bot-what they looked like, how many followers they had.50 He
found that bots that were most effective at changing peoples' behaviour were from the
"in-group" (in this case, they were white men tweeting at other white men), and seen as
having high status (in this case, having more followers on Twitter). He then tried some-
thing similar with Twitter trolls who were being uncivil to people with different political
views during the 2016 US presidential election. 51 Again, he found that receiving criticism
about your conduct from someone who belongs to the same political team can change
that conduct.

The lesson: if you want to foster a healthier online conversation, you might have to do the
psychologically harder work of scrutinizing the behaviour of the people you agree with
(or share identities with in other ways). They're more likely to listen to you if you tell them
they're out of bounds.

Practice slow politics
Small changes in the way you use technology can reduce the likelihood of using
social media on the go, cutting dov/n on thoughtless and aggressive exchanges

Think about all the deleted tweets by public figures, the apologies, the social media posts
that do lasting harm to peoples' reputations. Social media lets us disgrace ourselves fast.
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There's evidence that the speed and brevity of social media makes us harsher. 52 And
remember: people are "meaner on mobile. "" Research also finds that even boredom
makes us more politically extreme. 54 And we tend to use social media in the place of
unpleasant tasks, like housework. 55 All of this suggests that we are not at our best when
we're picking away idly on social media at a bus stop-jumping into a discussion without
having actively chosen to participate. Maybe it's time to add some friction into our social
media use-to slow us down and make us more thoughtful.

The Center for Humane Technology makes a series of recommendations for how to limit
our social media use on mobile devices. 56 These include:
. Turning off all app notifications apart from actual messages from real people (because

social media apps use notifications to draw us in).
. Changing the settings of your phone to grayscale (because colourful icons are used to

grab our attention).
. Simply removing social media apps from your phone altogether (you can still use them at

your computer).

Those recommendations break the hold of the attention economy on our time and focus.
But they can also improve the health of our political conversations, requiring us to make a
deliberate choice to log on and participate.

Get into the weeds ......
[^it'ing people to provide detailed explanations of what political choices they support,
and doing so yourself, can reduce polarization

Whether we're debating on- or offline, we have the habit of having the same arguments
in the same way over and over again. We quickly stop hearing one another, or thinking
seriously about the opposing argument-or even thinking seriously about our own. That's
hard to break out of, but one promising strategy involves getting into the fine detail.

Some research suggests that strong ideological views thrive on "the illusion of under-
standing'-we think we know more about complex issues than we actually do. (The
"Dunning-Kruger Effect" just makes things worse; the same lack of knowledge that leads
us to questionable conclusions makes us unable to see our own shortcomings). 57 If we
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were more aware of complexity and nuance and the limits of our own understanding, we
may be more interested to hear from others and revise our own views. An experiment
found that simply asking people to provide a detailed, step-by-step explanation for how a
policy they support would work causes them to admit to themselves they understand less
about it, and adopt moderated, less polarized attitudes. 58

So consider the following as an intervention to produce more constructive and useful
online political conversations. Rather than rehearsing the old arguments (e.g. "we should
build the TMX pipeline/we shouldn't build the TMX pipeline"), ask questions that drill
deeper (e. g. "How should the TMX pipeline be built, given the obstacles?" or, "How do you
think stopping the pipeline works to reduce our impact on climate change?"). Encourage
people to get into the mechanics of their positions, and do the same for your own.

Reframe your language
Thinking about the moral foundations of an argument, and reflecting those foundations in your
own language, can reduce the psychological distance between you and the person you're debating

Along with taking a new angle on an issue, consider adopting a new vocabulary. That's
in response to an important school in political psychology that looks at our "moral foun-
dations"- the basic, fundamental moral instincts we hold that inform how we look at

the world. According to social scientists like George Lakoff and Jonathan Haidt, political
ideologies map onto different conceptions of morality. 59 Haidt and other researchers have
suggested that liberals are more responsive to arguments based on fairness or care, for
example, while conservatives respond more to appeals to loyalty and authority. 60 This
makes it hard for us to talk to one another, because we base our own arguments in

language and values that aren't wholly shared. But understanding the differences
between us can actually help us to bridge those differences in political conversations.

The University of Toronto's Matthew Feinberg and his colleagues have experimented with
making the same argument using different moral language. 61 They find that echoing the
moral language from the other side of the spectrum can make an argument more persua-
sive. For example, conservatives are more supportive of same-sex marriage when a
loyalty-based argument is made ("same-sex couples are proud and patriotic ... ") rather than
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a fairness-based argument ("all citizens should be treated equally"). Liberals are more
supportive of funding for the military when a fairnessbased case is made (through the mil^
itary, disadvantaged people can achieve upward mobility) versus a loyalty-based argument
(the military unifies us and makes us great in the world). They've found that this works in
the context of a political campaign too. and it can affect support for candidates. 62

If moral reframing is enough to persuade some small number more of those from the other
side, it probably helps close the psychological distance between camps. That could produce
more civil exchanges, even when people aren't persuaded.

In the real world, it's probably impossible to expertly reframe your argument based on what
social psychologists have learned about our different moral foundations. Perhaps the lesson
is'simply: listen carefully to arguments against your position. Think about the substance of
the arguments, but also where they come from-the values they're built on. Try to reflect that
back.

Remind us what we share _ ........ ...,.. ».^.
priming someone to feei the identity that unite us (like civic ident<ty)j^her 1
the identity that divide us (like party affiliations) can reduce polarization

Our political views have a lot to do with our identities-who we see ourselves as, what pc^
litical tribe we feel we belong to. That's a problem for democratic deliberation. But it may
be that we can use that reality-the power of identity-to reduce polarization, at least long
enough to have a constructive exchange.

We are more polarized when our partisan or ideological identities are activated-when.
in the moment, we see ourselves as Liberals or Conservatives, Right or Left. But we have
other identities-identities that are shared across the political spectrum. For example.
most (but not all) participants in a Canadian election will identify as Canadians. And
experiments have found that when we are prompted to think about shared civic identity.
we hold warmer views toward people from other political teams. 63 An American study
found that in the 2008 presidential election, people surveyed shortly before and after the
July 4th national holiday, or before and after the Olympics (when the US team competed
against the world), held systematically better opinions of the candidate they opposed. 64
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If an online conversation is going off the rails, use language that encourages people to
remember the things they share despite politics-a country, a desire to make that country
stronger. Maybe that feels hokey, but there's real evidence for thinking that priming
people's patriotism can help them speak across political divisions. It probably also helps
that civility is seen (rightly or wrongly) as a national characteristic and shared norm of
Canadians. That's a powerful prime.

Finally, let's not forget that some proportion of the political incivility comes from bots, fake
accounts often operated by foreign interests that exist to poison the information environ-
ment. It's hard for individual users to combat the presence of bots. Much of their work is
in simply amplifying a message through massive coordinated sharing. But knowing how
to recognize them is necessary if we want to resist falling into the behaviour they're there
to get out of us. Really: don't yell at bots.

The first step is to simply exercise critical thinking about whether a message is worth
engaging with. Recall that bots take advantage of our reliance on analytics-things like the
number of retweets and likes-which don't actually tell us that much about the popularity
or reach of an argument.

For considering a particular account, the Atlantic Councils Digital Forensic Research Lab
points out the clues that suggest you may be talking to a bot. 65 For instance:
. Do they have tons of activity on their account-like, 50+ posts a day?
. Do they spend most of their activity copying, sharing, and retweeting, rather than posting

original content? Bots spend most of their time amplifying, so that can be a tell.
. Do they have a very small amount of activity or a short-lived account, but their posts have

been shared and retweeted a lot? That's a strong suggestion that they are bots, getting

amplified by all their little botnet friends.
. Are they anonymous, using a pseudonym (or a name that looks randomly generated, with

numbers and letters) or a profile picture that isn't a photo of a person? Less identifying
information makes it more likely to be a bot-but some bots use images and names, too.
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. if you're looking at a photo of a real-looking person but still suspect a bot, you can take the
next step of searching for that same image on Google. (In Google Chrome, just right-click
on an image and select "Search Google for imageQ Google will show other places where
that photo'has been used, allowing you to see if you are dealing with a bot that has taken
someone's face, or is using the same photo as .many other accounts.

If you realty want to get serious, there are lots of tools available that can detect bots for you,
including websites and browser extensions. Just asking yourself the question-am I arguing
with a bot, which exists to harass me and fire me up in the service of foreign authoritarians?-
should have a disciplining effect.
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In just over a decade, our society has gone from optimistic to deeply anxious about what
social media means for democracy. That anxiety is felt as strongly in here in Canada as
anywhere in the world. 66 The time has come for the first major renovation of the digital
public square. Better that than a moral panic which would cause us to turn away from
the potential social media still offers to have bigger, freer, more open democratic
conversations.

This report has tried to sketch out ways for users of social media to navigate political
conversations online-and hopefully, to make those conversations more comfortable,
inclusive, and constructive. In this way, the Samara Centre hopes to stimulate a renovation
from the ground up. But in doing so, we don't ever want to lose sight of the critical impor-
tance of fierce, even emotional, disagreement. It's an indispensable resource in democracy.

There are limits to what good citizens can do on their own. Our behaviour is powerfully
shaped by platforms, which is why our political leaders need to work to build a consensus
around better platform governance.

Our behaviour is also shaped by those leaders themselves. People with big profiles and lots
of followers on social media are called "influencers, " and there's a good reason for this. The
research is clear: if leaders can't resist the big dark emotion, red-meat, sure-retweet-getter

messaging, they infect us with their own incivility and misinformation. Or they can redirect
their powerful emotions, persuasive language, and unparalleled reach to signal the kind of
respect and political tolerance that democracy demands.

US Presidenf
Bonald Trump
®I?E responses

to hcs 6vweets;

"I used to watch it.

It would be like a
rocket ship when
I put out a beauty.
Like when I said-
remember when I
said someone was

spying on me?
That thing was
like a rocket!"67

A Note on the Data

Unless otherwise noted, data in the Field Guide come from the Samara Centre Politics
and Social Media Survey, conducted by Doctors Daniel Rubenson and Peter Loewen of
1,010 Canadian frequent social media users between July 17 and 19, 2019. The online
survey sample provided by Dynata was drawn with regional, gender, and language
quotas, and weighted against census values for age, gender, language, region, and
immigration status.
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Redistributed October 6, 2021 from the
September 22, 2021 regular Council meeting agenda

J

District ofLantzville

REPORT TO CHIEF ADMINISTRATFVE OFFICER
Meeting Date: Soptomber 8, aes*-

SUBJECT: Crosswalk InstaUation at Clark Drive and Aulds Road Intersection

PURPOSE

1 as a result ̂the_ClarkMve and
A^RoTd^ss^alk motion pass^^^^ at its June 16^ regular CouncU meeting.

RECOMMENDATION

THAT a pedestrian-activated signalized crosswalk be installed at the Clark Drive andAulds
Road intersection, at a cost of approximately $25, 000.

COMMHTEE ̂ COMMISSION ""^^MMENDATION

On June 8, 2021, the Commimity Safety Standing Committee ̂ nadercdcoJnPl^nts that Ae
DSs^th^d'reSived regarding'pedestnan safetyat the Aulds Road and Clark Drive
intersection, and passed the foUowing motion:

'THATthe Committee recommends to Council THAT staff provide recommendatlons
for^crosswalk options at Clark Drive andAulds Road, including cost estimates i
"funding options, for Council's consideration.'

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPLICATIONS

THAT the installation of a pedesta-ian-activated signalized crosswalk atAeClarkDnve and
AuMs Road"mteKectionpro]ertbe referred to the'2022-2026 FmandalNan process.
Implication: avaUabUity of the ICBC grant at a later date to be determmea.

BACKGROUND RELEVANT HISTORY

After receiving complaints from the public, the issue of pedestnans^ety^Ae^ds^ad
^a^Dlri?eint^su eclTonwaspla^ the agenda for the Community Safety Standing

Committee meeting held Jime 8, 2021.

CouncU, atitsregularmeetingheldJunei6, 202i, passed^foUowing^oti^^
'"THAT staff provide recommendations for crosswalk option at OwkD^
AuldsRo^ including cost estimates andjundmg options, for <
consideration.

ATTACHMENT S

N/A

ANALYSIS RATIONALE

Staff and Council have received numerous_complaints ̂ gardingP^estnan^d^M^a^
^riS^£The5arkDnveandAuidsRoadinte^^^
and have, in conjunction with ICBC, identified a resolution tor Uie proDiem.
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District of LantzvffleS?^rT^a, uncaAgenda-Cro^lk installation at ClarkDriveandAulds Road intention
Page 2 of 2

Staff contacted ICBC ̂ th regards to the pedestrian safety issue^itw^concluded that a
peudesS^activated signalized crosswalk be installed at the intersection.
S^i^^ed^&ICBC^^pote^f^ioi^^^^^^^

I instaUation of the crosswalk materials. Total costomewor^ is
^^bl'eu^T^ty'$25"ooo"Actuai cost to the District wffl be approximately
$13, 700.

l. Strate 'c Plan Ob'ecdves

N/A

2. Poli Existin Relevance None

N/A

3. Resources

Resources (staff, budget, contractors, equipment, etc.) avaUable in 2021.
4. Financial Bud et Im lications

The capital expenditure amount falls within the approved 2^2^Fm^^
a^^o^er^^pTtafe^'enditures. The prqert

. $il..<loo to be funded through approved grant funds trom IUCL/ ̂  ___^
'. ^^ootobe^DdedfromrcaUocation oftfae budget provision for 2021 capital

^en^tures'fanded from the Roads Infrastmcture Reserve.
5. SustainabUi Im lications

Crosswalk lighting wUl be solar powered.

Prepared by: Approved for submission to Counca:
L-r. <-^ .

Fred^ rs, Director of Public Works Ronald Campbel, Chief Admmistrative Officer
Date: August 25, 2021 Date: August 25, 2021

REVIEWED WTTH: "__., "..
BCo^'omteAdmmistration D Fire Rescue D PubUcWorks/Engineermg ^RCMP^
0 Zncilse^es"""""" D Planning D Solicitor D Committee:

D Other:

2021
<b

COUNCILAGENDAmFORMATtON: ^^ endaltem#
Meetin e
Re ar
Closed (In-Camera)

^eDSCT5^?^VIL^\Reports to CouncU\202i\202i 09 08 Croswalk ^^^

Road Intersection-docx
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I Redistributed October 6, 2021 from the j
September 22, 2021 regular Council meeting agenda

District ofLantzville

REPORT TO CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Meeting Date: Scptembor 8, aofft

SUBJECT: Sebastion Road Beach Access

To provide Council with information/recommendfltion regarding parking on Sebastian Road.

THAT staff be directedto movetbe ̂postbamei. andfte^d^di^rth atthe
Se^ti^toadbead access to provide mom for one accessible parRmg stall.
COMMHTEE COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION - N/A
ALTERNATTVESAND IMPUCATIONS
Ttot staff be directed to keep the Sebastian Road end as is. Implication: Noincreased
accessible parking.

BACKGROUND RELEVANT HISTORY

SSff^SSI=;'Cg«tt3a?SS£,
parking to the south.

S^SS^S^^=^SS=S
On March 31, ̂ ^f^^SoS. -^'^^t^SetoftS^E^S^US^diou;7o7ad^onuipc, rfe,ng.
ATTACHMENT

i. Drawing

ANALYSIS RATIONALE

smM&ewOT^S^S^S^&^^
5SS^^^^^^^SOS^ac^Ie^'^'u
recommendation. P223



^ltemberZ2 02T, CouncU Agenda - Sebastian Road Beach Access

Page 2 of 2

more parldng will become avaflable.

^lu ̂me?ge^6se^e7^istUf have the ability to access the beach.
1.

2.

Strat 'c Plan Ob'ectives
N/A

Polic
N/A

Esdstin Relevance None

3. Resources
14 hoiirs of staff time.

L. Financial Bud et Im Ucations ". ___^.
^ ?^^eq'uir"ed'can"be^amed-out within the current operating budget.

Approved for submission to Council:

^. c^ .
Ronald Campbe , Chief Administrative <

Date: August 16, 2021

Fred Sp , Dii

D Fire Rescue D Public Works/Engineering D RCMP
I Plamung D Solicitor D Committee:

Date: August 10, 2021

REVIEWED WTTH:
Corporate Administration

D Financial Services

D Other:

COUNCILAGENDAINFORMATION: ^^ endaltem#
Meetin" VDC "nw ^^^
Re-niiar
Closed (In-Camera)

%g^O%SS^S^So ^o,, o, oaS.^io. Ro.d^A^.do»
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9/2/21, 8:11 AM
Personal Information - The -State of the Island- Economic Summit 2021

Summary Summit Agenda Sponsors Speakers Fees
Wood Forum FAQ

Sta

e s

on

t
i"^

^L

October 27
2021

Registration Options: Please choose the one that applies when filling in your
registration details below.

Full Access-Access
to all ins-person and
virtual sessions
Fees: Member
Now-Sept4:$449
Sept5-0ctl8:$469
Oct 19-21: $599

Full Access - Access
to all in-persor) and
virtuial sessions
Fees: Non-Member
Now-Sept4:$479
Sept5-0ctl8:$499
Oct 19-21: $599

Full Access-Access
to all in-person and
virtual sessions
Fees: Student
Now-Sept4: $269
Sept5-0ctl8:$299
Oct 19-21: $329

Full Access (Virtual)
Access to all ̂ i-rtuS!
sessions

Fees: Student
Now-Sept4:^7?
Sept5-0ctl8:$89
Oct 19-28: $99

Three Pack (Virtual) - Three Pack (Virtual) - Full Access (Virtual) -
Choose any 3 ~' Choose any 3 Access to alEvirtual

sessions

Fees: Non-Member
Now-Sept4:$99
Sept5-0ctl8:$119
Oct 23-28: $149

sessions

Fees: Member

Now-Sept4:$89
Sept 5-Oct 18:;
Oct 19-28: $139

sessions

Fees: Member
Now-Sept4:$189
Sept5-0ctl8:$219
Oct 19-28: $269

https://web. cvent. com/eveny2ab19b77. 3ab9-4fe6-bf48-a4afae000689/regProcessStep1?Reftd=Agenda

Full Access (Virtual) -
Access to all virtual
sessiotfrs
Fees: Non-Member
Now-Sept4:$219
Sept5-0ctl8:$249
Oct 19-28: $269

1/4
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Minutes of the Inaugural Meeting of the Community Safety Standing Committee held
on Tuesday, June 8^2021, at 9:00 amviaVideo-(

PRESENT:

Meinbers:

Absent:

Resource Group:

Guests:

Staff:

Mayor Mark Swain, Chair*
Councillor Will Geselbracht*
Councillor Karen Proctor*
CouncUlor lan Savage*

Councillor Jamie Wilson

Lisa Netcher, Inspector, A/OIC, Nanaimo RCMP Detachment*
Neil Rukus, Fire Chief*
Tmdy Coates, Director of Corporate Administration*

Virgil Bitz, Corporal, Supervisor, Traffic Unit, Nanaimo RCMP
Detachment*

Ronald Campbell, Chief Administrative Officer*
Fred Spears,~Director of Public Works*
kyleYoung7Director of Planning and,commmlity^erYlcesl
Nelda Richardson, Deputy Director of Corporate Administration*

*Participated electronically

S^hIi°c^SR meetmg to order at 9:00 am and acknowledged that the meeting was being

held on^thetraditional territory of the Snaw-naw-as, the Nanoose First Nation.

ADOFHON OF THE AGENDA _ . ".. ^. _,..__^^_.
]^\%D and SECONDED, THAT the June 8, 2021 Community Safet
inaugural meeting agenda be adopted, as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

APPROVAL THE MINUTES - Nil

NEW BUSINESS
i. Introduction of Resource Group _ ^ ^ " /. _._..

^^^roducedmembersoftheResource Group to^eCommittee^an^^ector
Fleteh^mtro^duc^i Corporal'Virgil Bitz, Supervisor, traffic Unit, Nanaimo RCMP.

2. Review of Terms of Reference . ^.. /,, ^. ___^_^^4
^evCch^re^wexd the'purpose'ofthe Community Safety Standing Committee and the
Committee Terms of Reference.
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District of Lantzville
June 8, 2021 Community Safety Standing Committee Meeting Minutes
Page 2 of 3

3. Ongoing Traffic and Speed Concerns
(a) " Summary of Traffic & Speed Concerns for review and discussion

The Committee reviewed and discussed traffic and speed concerns. Inspector
Fletcher reported on Traffic Unit City ofNanaimo funding, new resource
allocation adding one Provincial position and the ability to now provide routine
traffic patrols and speeding enforcement that were previously not available to the
District. Corporal Bitz provided an overview and update on traffic enforcement
initiatives underway in the District in response to traffic and speed concerns.

Inspector Fletcher, Corporal Bitz, and Director Spears answered questions of the
Committee.

(b) Designated Construction Traffic Route Strategies
Director Spears reported on traffic issues, provided the Committee with
recommendations'for consideration and implementation of additional constmction
traffic routes and signage, and answered questions of the Committee.

MOVED and SECONDED, THAT the Committee recommends to Council THAT
staff provide recommendations for crosswalk options at Clark Drive and Aulds
Road, including cost estimates and funding options, for Council's consideration.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MOVED and SECONDED, THAT the Committee recommends to Council THAT
staff update Traffic and Parking Regulations Bylaw No. 28, 2004, Tmck Routes for
vehicles exceeding 13,500 kg, for Council's consideration.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Inspector Fletcher, Corporal Bitz, and Director Spears answered questions of the
Committee regarding traffic calming, permanent speed reader signs, 2022 Traffic
Study and roundabout plans.

MOVED and SECONDED, THAT the Committee recommends to Council TRAT the
District of Lantzville write to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
requesting permanent speed reader signs for both south and north bound traffic
directions on the Island Highway at Ware Road intersection.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4. Next Scheduled Meeting
Written traffic complaints received by the District will be forwarded to Inspector Fletcher
for distribution.

The Chair confirmed the next Community Safety Standing Committee meeting will be held
on Tuesday, September 7, 2021, at 9:00 am.
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ADJOURNMENT
The Chair declared the meeting adjourned.

MEETING ADJOURNED: 10:05 am

Certified Correct:

Trudy Coates, Director of Corporate Administration

Confirmed this 7th day of September, 2021.

Mayor Mark Swain, Chair
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RDN REPORT
PREPARED BY: WILL GESELBRACHT

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF NANAIMO MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 7, 2021

1 DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE FREE TRANSIT FOR MINETOWN DAYS -2021: At the
request of the Seaside Community Society ridership on RDN bus #11 will be free from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m on Saturday
September 18, 2021 during Minetown Days

2. Free Transit on federal election day - SEPTEMBER 20, 2021

3. Delegation presents report on petition to save the "Red Gate" swimming hole area on the
Nanaimo River.

You can review this presentation at pages 144-155 of the RDN's September 7, 2021 agenda. Link
is located on RDN homepage under "Agendas, Videos and Minutes".

4. Climate Action Technical Advisory Committee DRAFT REPORT

TOP IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

1. Ensure ongoing Water Supply Resiliency, supported by Natural Asset Management

2. Review and update existing RDN policies and bylaws to remove barriers to climate mitigation and
adaptation and ensure RON policies support climate-appropriate development and operations

3. Increase support for home energy/adaptation retrofits

OTHER INITIATIVES

. Wildfire Preparedness and Risk Management

. Sea Level Rise Adaptation Program and Flood Plain Mapping and Adaptation Program
. Drinking Water and Watershed Protection (DWWP) Action Plan
. Transit ridership expansion and positioning for electrification . Sustainable Procurement
. Participation in Regional and Local-Government driven climate initiatives (e. g., Help Cities Lead)
. Zero Waste Initiatives and progressive reduction of landfill gas
. Corporate Carbon Neutral Plan 2032 . Electric Vehicle Charging Network Strategy Development
. Net Zero Building and Renewable Energy Generation Strategy Development
. Parks acquisitions

5. Gabriola Island Recycling Organization (GIRO)
The Gabriola Islanders have created their own recycling exchange. Not only are they recycling fabrics and
plastics but they are in process of setting up a manufacturing base to create sound baffles, dog pillows
and two sided wash/dish cloths from the items recycled on the island. Read their report at page 54 of
the RDN agenda for Sept. 7
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Royal Canadian Legion:
Branch #257, PO Box 209
Lantzville BC VOR 2HO
Tel: 250-390-2108

email: secretary257@shaw. ca

BRITISH COUIMBIA/WKOH
COMMAND

September 22, 2021

Mayor
District of Lantzville
7192LantzvilleRoad
PO Box 100
LantzvilleBC VOR 2HO

Re: Remembrance Day Ceremony - Branch 257 Lantzville Legion

Your Worship Mark Swain,

On November 11th each year, we observe a Remembrance Day to honour the courage, valour and
sacrifice of the men and women who served and are currently serving Canada during times of war.

This year, Branch 257 would like to conduct Remembrance Day Services on November 11th at the
Cenotaph Site located in Huddlestone Park. We request the use of the Park and that th enclosure of

LantzvUle Road from School Road to Huddlestone Road, 10:00am to Noon on Thursday, November 11,
2021-be approved to permit the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 257 to conduct both a parade from the
Legion to the Cenotaph and a Remembrance Day service at the Huddlestone Park Cenotaph.

In addition, we would like to conduct set-up arrangements and monument washing activity during the
previous day, Wednesday, 10 November 2021.

Your response requested as soon as possible.

Yours truly

F n Mezzatesta,
President

FMJrn

RECEIVED
SEP 2 2 2021

DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE

REMEMBER JOIN GIVE
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